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The field of spintronics deals with the use of the spin degree of freedom of the electron

and the spin current that arises from it. There are many static and dynamic applications

for spin current whether it is supplied by spin polarized electric current from a magnetic

layer or from pure spin current arising from spin orbit interaction such as the spin Hall

effect. This dissertation focuses on the later where the spin Hall effect in platinum supplies

a spin torque on an adjacent ferromagnetic layer and thereby excites auto-oscillations of its

magnetization. Previous studies of magnetization dynamics excited by direct spin currents

have demonstrated the existence of phase coherent auto-oscillations of magnetization in the

0-dimensional structures and its absence in the 2D case therefore the 1D case, a ferromagnetic

nanowire, is presented here. This will cover the first instance of a micrometer scale STO and

will show the excited modes are the edge and bulk spin wave eigenmodes of the nanowire.

Additionally, the evolution of the auto-oscillation characteristics as the width of the wire is

increased is shown which reveals the mechanisms of the auto-oscillation suppression as the

system effective dimensionality crosses of over from the 1D to the 2D regime. Lastly, a novel

type of spin torque oscillator with easy plane magnetic anisotropy is discussed; its properties

are predicted via micromagnetic simulations and initial experimental data on this type of

oscillator are presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Spintronics has become an important branch of condensed matter physics for a reason. In

metals with low spin orbit coupling (SOC), the spin of the electrons are orientated randomly

resulting in no spin current when electric current is applied. However, if the material is

magnetic or has large SOC, the spins become polarized when electric current is applied thus

resulting in a spin current. These spin currents can then interact with other magnetic layers

via spin transfer torque (STT) allowing for local manipulation of magnetic moments. The

origin of this interaction is rooted in the exchange interaction between the quasi-localized

d-electrons and the spin polarized, conduction s-electrons which results in a torque that

aligns the two. This can result in the rotation of the magnetization towards the spin current

polarization or can modify the effective Gilbert damping of the magnetization. Additionally,

if the spin current has periodicity in the microwave range, STT can excite the spin wave

eigenmodes of the magnetic system.

By utilizing the the spin degreee of freedom of an electron, new nanoscale devices

are now possible. One example is spin transfer torque magnetic random access memory

(STT-MRAM)1–3 where a free magnetic layer is switched parallel or antiparallel to a reference
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magnetic layer by STT from a sufficiently large voltage pulse across the device. The state

is then read by tunneling magnetoresistance which has low resistance (0) when the layers

are parallel and high resistance (1) when anitparallel thus creating a binary memory cell.

Another example is magnetic logic circuits4–6 where domain walls encode the information.

Different types of logic circuits can be created like shift registers and full-adders by sourcing

spin current locally which drives domain wall motion.

The device of focus in this thesis is the spin torque oscillator (STO) where the

Gilbert damping of a magnetic layer is cancelled out by the spin torque from a spin current

which leads to self-oscillatory dynamics in the GHz range. The type of STO covered here is a

nanowire spin Hall oscillator (SHO) in which the spin current is supplied by a platinum (Pt)

layer and is injected into an adjacent ferromagnetic layer. In order to readout the magneti-

zation electrically, anisotropic magnetoresistance is utilized which has a cos2(θ) dependence

on the angle θ between the magnetization and the electrical current. The auto-oscillations of

the magnetization will then result in an oscillatory magnetoresistance which combined with

the electric current running through the sample, will generate a microwave voltage.

STO are one of the smallest auto oscillators in the world7 (as small as 50 nm)

and have garnered interest from industry for applications such as on-chip local oscillators,

associative memory blocks for image processing, nanoscale magnetic field sensing8, logic

devices and many more. The ideal STO has high output power (∼ 1 mW to drive RF

block7), narrow linewidths (<1 Hz9,10), and low operational currents and voltages (<1 V for

complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor compatability11). No STO to date has achieved

all 3 aspects therefore the exploration of different archetypes of STO is needed.

Chapter 2 will cover the background material needed to understand the results of

this work. It includes a phenomenological description of STT, how to generate spin currents,

and illustrates the different structures used for spintronic devices and their associated mag-

netoresistances. Additionally, the equations that govern magnetization dynamics and how
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they are solved is covered. The tools used to characterize SHO and the previous work done

is discussed too.

Chapter 3 provides recipes and instructions on how to perform the necessary tasks

utilized in the work presented. It includes the basics of e-beam lithography and ion milling

necessary to fabricate devices. Recipes for the growth of textured Pt seed layers and the

full nanofabrication details needed for SHO are provided too. Additionally, instructions on

how to detect the auto-oscillations of a STO and characterize the device with spin torque

ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) is provided.

Chapter 4 discusses the interesting role dimensionality plays in a SHO. It shows

the microwave emission from a 0.19 µm wide Pt/Permalloy(Py=Ni80Fe20 nanowire at various

magnetic fields, angles, and bath temperatures. Also, finite bias ST-FMR and micro-focused

Brillouin light scattering is used to show that the self-oscillatory states are the spin wave

eigenmodes of the nanowire.

Chapter 5 covers 1-dimensional to 2-dimensional crossover in the behavior of the

nanowire SHO. The microwave emission from 0.17, 0.34, 0.53, 1.17, and 2.11 µm wide Pt/Py

nanowire SHOs is shown. The spatial profiles of the spin wave eigenmodes and self-oscillatory

modes are micromagnetically calculated. Additionally, the angular and temperature depen-

dence of the integrated power and critical current is shown for the 0.53 µm wide wire.

Chapter 6 presents a new type of STO with easy plane magnetic anisotropy that

significantly increase the output power of the oscillator. The self-oscillatory dynamics are mi-

cromagnetically calculated for a 45 nm wide Pt/cobalt/nickel nanowire for different oscillator

sizes and magnetic anisotropies. Additionally, preliminary microwave emission measurements

and what follows next is reported. Chapter 7 concludes the thoughts of this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Spin Transfer Torque

The concept of spin transfer torque (STT) was first proposed by Slonczewski12 and Berger13

in 1996. The equation describing STT when a spin current is injected into a ferromagnetic

layer is

τST =

∣∣∣∣ ~
µoe

∣∣∣∣ J

dMs

PΛ2

(Λ2 + 1) + (Λ2 − 1)(m · p)
(m×m× p + Cm× p) (2.1)

where ~ is the reduced Planck constant, µo is the permeability of free space, e is the charge

of the electron, J is the current density, d is the thickness of the magnetic material, Ms is the

saturation magnetization, P is the spin current polarization, Λ is the spin torque asymmetry

parameter, m is magnetization unit vector, p is the spin current polarization unit vector,

and C is the ratio between the damping-like spin torque (the first term) and the field-like

spin torque (the second term). The damping-like term describes the longitudinal component

of the STT which aligns the magnetization with the spin polarization axis. Additionally,

The functional form of this term allows STT to modify the damping of the magnetic system
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Figure 2.1: Spin transfer torque. Illustration of spin torque where conduction electron
and localized magnetic moment exert torques on each other which temporarly shifts the
moment away from equalibrium. The Zeeman energy as a function of the localized moment
angle relative to the applied magnetic field is shown on right for each stage.

which will be discussed in more detail in Sec. 2.5. The field-like torque term (FLT) describes

the transverse component of the STT which causes the magnetization to precess about the

spin polarization direction. This term is typically less than the damping-like term and can

be small enough that it can be ignored in some cases.

The origins of STT is best understood in the framework of exchange interactions

between quasi-localized and conduction electrons as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The local d

electron responsible for ferromagnetism of a material are initially with its spin aligned with

the local magnetic field which minimizes the Zeeman energy. When a conduction electron
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that is polarized in a different direction than the local moment passes by, the two spins exert

torque onto each other due to the exchange interaction. This causes both electrons to deflect

from their original directions, which has two consenquences. The first is that the conduction

electron will leave the site with the spin information of the local moment which can then

interact with other local moments. Secondly, the local moment will now be tilted away from

the energy minimum and subsequently relaxes to its ground state.

If now there is a constant flow of electrons with the spins polarized along a given

direction, then the local moment will be continuously kicked in that direction and will remain

there as long as the current is present. Once the current is removed, the local moment will

then return back to an energy minimum. In the case of a constant flow of electrons but the

spins are polarized in random directions, then the local moment will be kicked around in

random directions which average out to 0 leading to the moment staying aligned along the

local magnetic field. In either case, this incident electric current will then be converted into

electric and spin current with its polarization in the direction of the local moment which can

then be used to tilt magnetization of another ferromagnetic layer.

2.2 Generation of Spin Current

2.2.1 Spin Polarizer

A spin valve, shown in Fig. 2.2, consists of a normal metal (NM)/ferromagnetic metal

(FM)/NM stack where the FM is relatively thick (∼ 10 nm) and thus called the fixed layer.

When electric current is applied through the sample, the spins of the electrons before the

FM are orientated randomly. As the electrons encounter the interface between the NM and

FM, the electrons spin polarized parallel to the FM magnetization (spin up) can easily pass

through while the anti-parallel spins (spin down) are reflected back due to the increased

8



Figure 2.2: Spin polarizer. Illustration of a spin polarizer where electric current is applied
right to left through a NM/FM/NM stack resulting in the electrons flowing left to right and
becoming spin polarized.

(decreased) density of states of the spin up (down) conduction bands compared to the NM.

The electrons then move to the next NM and maintain the spin orientation thus creating

a spin current. The efficiency of this spin polarization processs is called the spin current

polaration, P, such that when all of the spins of the conductions are spin up, then P = 1

and if all of them are down, P = -114. Additionally, the reflected electrons create a spin

current that has an opposite spin polarity and is in the opposite direction. The ratio of

magnetitude of this backflow spin current to the foward flow spin current is described by

the assymmetry parameter, Λ, as shown in Eq. (2.1). Therefore, the polarity of the spin

current is determined by the polarity of the electrical current. This spin current decays over

a characteristic length called the spin diffusion length due to spin flip events that take place

in the NM therefore this layer is commonly ∼ 1-100 nm.

Spin polarizers are commonly used in conjunction with another FM layer of interest

called the free layer resulting in a spin valve. This layer is typically thinner than the fixed

layer so that the spin torque is larger in the free layer than the fixed layer as seen in Eq. (2.1)
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since both layers will generate a spin current and thus, enact a spin torque on each other.

Often times, the fixed layer consists of additional layers that help increase the coericive field,

the magnetic field necessary to switch a ferromagnetic layer, in order to improve the stability

of the magnetization direction of the fixed layer. Now the spin current polarization of the

spin current in this structure depends on the spin dependent band structure of the whole

system. As the spin polarized conduction electrons pass through the structure, spin flip

and reflection events take place predominately at interfaces and are governed by the band

structure mismatch of the dissimilar materials. Therefore, the total polarization effeciency

is then defined as the net spin current to charge current ratio that enters the free layer. This

value is typically between 0.1-0.5 and is highly dependent on not only the ferromagnetic

materials but also the spacer layer. Additionally, the FLT term in Eq. (2.1) is typically

absent in all metallic systems due to the transverse compontents of the spin polarization

averaging out to zero.

A variation of the just described all-metallic spin valve is also commonly seen

called the magnetic tunnel juction (MTJ). For this stack, the metallic spacer layer between

the two FM layers is replaced with an ultra-thin insulating layer. This blocks the flow of the

conduction electrons and thus, electron tunneling occurs. This involves only select states on

the Fermi suface that have the highest probability for tunneling between the two FM layers.

Since the density of states is largest for the spin up electrons, a spin current is still generated,

however, the magntitude of the spin current now depends on the voltage applied across the

device instead of the current. Addtionally, due to the restriction of the available spin up

states that generate the spin current, large transverse components of the spin polarization

are possible leading to large FLT15.
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Figure 2.3: Spin Hall effect. Illustration of the spin Hall effect where a pure spin current
is generated from electric current with the spin polarization perpendicular to both.

2.2.2 Spin Hall Effect

Recently, the spin Hall effect (SHE) has become of great interest in the spintronics community

because of its ability to generate spin current without the use of a ferromagnetic reference

layer16,17. The origin of the SHE in heavy, nonmagnetic metals is rooted in the spin orbit

coupling (SOC) of the material. In the atomistic scale, SOC occurs due to the interaction of

the electron’s spin and the magnetic field generated by the motion of the electron about the

nucleus. This causes splitting of the atomic energy levels due to the change in Zeeman energy

between spin up and spin down electrons. This can then be extended to solids where the

magnetic field generated from the movement of the electrons interacts with the spin of the

electrons which lifts the degeneracy of the conduction bands creating a spin dependent band

structure. For example, for a spin up conduction electron that rotates in a circle clockwise,

the magnetic field generated by the motion will be in the same direction as the intrinsic

magnetic moment of the electron thus minimizing the Zeeman energy.
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Now, instead of the ferromagnet, a nonmagnetic material with strong SOC such as

platinum or tantalum can be used. Due to spin dependent scattering, a pure spin current is

generated transverse to the injected electric current with its polarization transverse to both

as shown in Fig. 2.3. The ratio of spin current to charge current is called the spin Hall angle

(SHA) and can reach as high as 33 percent18. The physics describing the SHE is the same

as for the anomalous Hall effect in ferromagnets which is described by both intrinsic and

extrinsic contributions.

The intrinsic contribution results from the Berry phase accumulated by the elec-

trons at the Fermi surface therefore this happens inbetween scattering events.19–21 The Berry

phase is maximized when SOC splits a band such that one spin orientation lies just below

the fermi surface while the other just above such that their respective phases are not can-

celled out22. This phase acts as an addition spin dependent transverse voltage to the applied

voltage which deflects spins in different directions based on their spin orientation.

The extrinsic contribution is due to two mechanism both of which occur due to

scattering events. The first is skew scattering where electrons with opposite spin are deflected

in opposite directions due to the difference of the SOC of the host material and the impurity23.

The second is side jump scattering where electrons of opposite spin are shifted instead of

deflected in opposite directions24. This results in spin accumulation transverse to the applied

voltage and may have a different sign as the intrinsic contribution.

2.3 Magnetoresistance

The use of magnetoresistance (MR) is critical in magnetics since it allows the magnetic state

to be observed by electrical means. Without it, magnetic memory would have never became

the mainstream research direction in the semiconductor industry. Although there are many
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different types of magnetoresistances, the three that appear the most are anisotropic mag-

netoresistance (AMR), giant magnetoresistance (GMR), and tunneling magnetoresistance

(TMR).

Anisotropic magnetoresistance, discovered in 1857 by Lord Kelvin, is an effect such

that the resistance of the ferromagnetic layer depends on the orientation of the magnetization

and the electric field where the resistance is maximum when the two are aligned and minimum

when they are transverse25. This magnetoresistance is described by

R = Ro +RAMRcos2(θ) (2.2)

where R is the total resistance, Ro is the background resistance, RAMR is the full AMR

resistance, and θ is the angle between the electric field and the magnetization. This is

due to increased s-d scattering in the direction of the magnetization from SOC. Although

typical AMR ratios range from 0.5-5 percent in bulk materials and typically decreases with

decreasing thickness, it only requires a single ferromagnetic layer unlike other commonly

utilized magnetoresistances26.

Giant magnetoresistance, a magnetoresistance so important that its discovers, Al-

bert Fert and Peter Grnberg, were awarded a Nobel prize in 2007, relies on 2 magnetic

layers seperated by a nonmagnetic metallic spacer layer also know as a spin valve27,28. The

resistance of the overall structure depends on the angle between the 2 magnetizations and

typically is minimum when they are parallel to each other and maximum when anti-parallel.

The GMR ratio, which can be as high as 220 percent29, depends on the band structure of

all 3 layers and can best be understood as a simple 2 channel resistor problem, one for spin

up and the other for spin down as illustrated in Fig. 2.430.

A spin up electron can more easily pass through a ferromagnetic material if it is

also spin up due to the increased density of states (DOS) of the majority conduction band.
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Figure 2.4: Giant magneto-resistance. Diagram illustrating low resistance (left) and
high resistance (right) states for giant magneto-resistance of a spin valve.

On the other hand, if the ferromagnetic material is of opposite spin, there will be increased

resistance as there is a lower DOS for the minority conduction band. Therefore, if both

ferromagnetic layers are spin up, then the spin up electrons will easily pass through the

structure while the spin down electrons are blocked. Eventually, these blocked spin down

electrons will undergo a spin flip event and then be allowed to pass. This can be viewed

as shorting out the circuit along the spin up channel. Now, if one layer is spin up, and the

other is spin down, the electrons that can easily pass through one layer are blocked by the

other. In this configuration, the circuit is no longer shorted so the resistance is higher.

Tunneling magnetoresistance is very similar to GMR however, instead of a metallic

spacer layer, an insulating layer is used. Because of this, the electrons must tunnel across

the insulating layer which greatly limits the available states for transport. Since tunneling

is required, the non spin dependent transport is severly reduced which then allows for much

higher MR ratios of up to 1144 percent31. Currently, TMR is used in read heads for hard

drives and the building block for MRAM.
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2.4 Structures

Although there are many different ways a spin torque device can take shape, there are three

main categories that most belong in such that high current densities needed for spin torque

manipulation are achieved. The first is the nanopillar structure as shown in Fig. 2.5(a)

where there is a free layer and a spin polarizer that supplies the spin current. Both parts are

patterned into a nanoscale structure (∼100 nm) and an electric current is applied vertically

through the structure. This leads to a spin current in the same direction due to the spin

filtering by the fixed ferromagnetic layer which then manipulates the free layer. In order to

read the state, GMR or TMR is used depending on the spacer layer.

The second structure is the point contact configuration as shown in Fig. 2.5(b)

and is very similar to the nanopillar. Instead of patterning the free layer and the fixed layer,

it is left as a thin film. In order to provide the high current densities needed for applications,

a very small (∼10 nm) nonmagnetic contact is fabricated ontop of the film. The current-

driven magnetization dynamics of these structures differs from nanopillar devices due the

interactions between the magnetization under the point contact and the rest of the film.

The third structure called the spin Hall geometry shown in Fig. 2.5(c) is unlike

the other two. Instead of a fixed magnetic layer spin-polarizing electrical current, a spin

Hall (SH) material such as platinum is used. Electric current is then applied longitudinally

through the FM and SH layers which injects spin current vertically into the FM. The state

of the magnetization can then be determined through AMR instead of GMR or TMR since

there is only one magnetic layer. Even though the magnetoresistance of this structure type

is smaller compared to the vertical current counterparts, it has exploded in popularity due

to the ease of fabrication along with the polarization of the spin current always being normal

to the flow of the electric current.
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Figure 2.5: Spintronic device structures. Illustrations of device geometries with electric
current in green and spin current in red for (a) nanopillar, (b) point contact and (c) spin
Hall structures.

2.5 Magnetization Dynamics

How magnetization responds to magnetic fields is described by the Landau Lifshitz (LL)

equation32,33 which is

dm

dt
= −γ (m×Heff + αm×m×Heff ) (2.3)

where Heff is the effective magnetic field, α is the Gilbert damping constant, γ is the

gyromagnetic ratio, and m is the magnetization unit vector. This equation shows that a

magnetic moment in the presence of a magnetic field will experience two torques. The first

is the conservative field torque that causes the moment to process about the field direction.

The second is a non-conservative damping torque that aligns the moment with the magnetic

field direction. This means, when a moment is not aligned with the magnetic field, the

moment will oscillate as its time averaged component moves towards the field direction. As

the moment approaches the field direction, the oscillations will start decaying eventually

leading to a static moment in the direction of the field.
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If now spin current is present, two addition torques get added to Eq. (2.3) called

the Slonczewski terms12, shown in Eq. (2.1), which leads to

dm

dt
= −γ (m×Heff + αm×m×Heff + βm×m× p + β′m× p) (2.4)

β =

∣∣∣∣ ~
µoe

∣∣∣∣ J

dMs

PΛ2

(Λ2 + 1) + (Λ2 − 1)(m · p)
β′ = C ∗ β

where ~ is the reduced Planck constant, µo is the permeability of free space, e is the charge

of the electron, J is the current density, d is the thickness of the magnetic material, Ms is the

saturation magnetization, P is the spin current polarization, Λ is the spin torque asymmetry

parameter, m is magnetization unit vector, p is the spin current polarization unit vector,

and C is the ratio between the two spin torques. Again, there is a field like torque and a

non conservative damping like torque resulting from the spin current where the polarization

direction replaces the field direction. Generally, the field like torque is small and is often

omited except for magnetic tunnel junction and some spin Hall devices. The damping like

torque however, allows for a lot of different phenomena as it can modulate the effective

magnetic damping in the system. If the spin torque is large enough, it can overcome the

magnetic damping in the system and rotate the magnetization away from the magnetic field

direction as discussed in section 2.1. Solving Eq. (2.4) is fundamental to understanding all

types of magnetic phenomena ranging from switching a magnetic element to exciting GHz

frequency auto-oscillations.

2.5.1 Micromagnetics

A useful tool for understanding experimental data is micromagnetics which involves breaking

up a layer of magnetic material into cells and solving the LLG equation. The size of the cells

is determined by the exchange length (λexch = A/M2
s where A is the exchange stiffness and

Ms is the saturation magnetization), which is the length over which the magnetic moments
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are parallel to each other and thus, can be assumed as a single spin. The most common

micromagnetic software is Object Orientated Micromagnetic Framework (OOMMF) devel-

oped by NIST which is open source and CPU based34. Micromagnetics is heavely used for

studying ferromagnetic layers because neighboring atomic spins are parallel to each other

due to the exchange interaction being the dominate energy. This allows for an intermedi-

ate characterisitc length scale (λexch ∼ 5 nm) to be used that has a manageable number

of sites (magnetic moments) compared to atomic scale such that the LLG equation can be

numerically solved. At this scale, other energies become more relavent which can rotate the

magnetization of one cell away from another cell leading to spatially varying magnetization

profiles.

The energy of a magnetic moment is described by Eq. (2.5) and the effective

magnetic field resulting from this energy is described by Eq. (2.6).

E = Eexch + Edemag + Eanis + Eext (2.5)

Heff = − ∂E
∂m

(2.6)

The first term is the exchange energy which, as discussed earlier, tends to align neighboring

moments in a ferromagnet. The second term is the demagnetization energy which tends to

align the magnetization along the surfaces in order to reduce surface magnetic charges which

results in a curvature of the magnetization. The competetion between these two energies

provide the main contributions to the curl of the magnetization. The third term is the

anisotropy energy which to aligns the magnetization along a perfered axis or plane. The

last term is due to an external magnetic field being applied to the sample and which tends

to align the moment to this field. Therefore, the process for micromagnetics is to calculate

the energy for the current magnetization state using Eq. (2.5), use that to calculate the

magnetic field using Eq. (2.6), which is then plugged into Eq. (2.4) and calculated for a

small timestep which then produces a new magnetic state. This then is repeated until dm
dt
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is below a threshold such that an energy minimum is found or a certain amount of time has

passed.

For some simulations, the final state can actually be a persistent dynamical state

rather than a static state therefore reaching the energy minimum is not a viable ending

criteria. Instead, performing a slidding fast fourier transform (FFT) of the magnetization

data to frequency domain is needed. The frequency response of the magnetization over

different sections of time can then be compared such that when the previous section matches

the next section, the final state is found. For example, a simulation is ran for 1 µs and the

magnetization data is then split up into 10 sections of 100 ns each. An FFT is performed on

each section such that 10 frequency spectra of the magnetization are generated. The initial

sections will contain signatures of transient dynamics that will be reduced in each following

FFT until the steady state solution is found.

2.5.2 Magnetic Anisotropy

Magnetic anisotropy is responsible for the symmetry breaking of the magnetization in zero

applied fields due to the magnetization having a prefered axis. The first source of magnetic

anisotropy is called shape anisotropy which results from the surface magnetic charges that

result from the magnetization pointing normal to a surface. These charges create a dipolar

field, the demagnetization field, that cancels out the dipolar field from the local moment.

Therefore, the strength of demagnetization field depends the saturation magnetization of the

material and the separation distance between the magnetic charges and thus, the shape of

the element, resulting in

Hdemag =
←→
N ·M (2.7)
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where Hdemag is the demagnetization field vector,
←→
N is the demagnetization tensor that is

determined by the shape of the material, and M is the magnetization vector. This means the

demagnetization field is maximum when the magnetization points along the shortest length

of the element and is strongest at the edges and weakest at the center of the element. This

results in the magnetization having a prefered axis along the longest axis of the element.

The second type of magnetic anisotropy originates from SOC and can be charac-

terized as either bulk or interfacial. The strength of bulk magnetic anisotropy is independent

of the thickness of the material and is commonly magnetocrystalline, which depends on the

magnetization direction relative to a crystal axis, or magnetoelastic, which arrises from strain

in the film along a crystal axis. The strength of the interfacial anisotropy scales inversely

with the thickness of the material is typically due to symmetry breaking at the interface35.

Whatever the source of the anisotropy, it can be described as either, uniaxial, easy-

plane, triaxial, or cubic which determines the angular dependence of the anisotropy. Uniaxial

anisotropy, which is used predominately in this thesis, describes an anisotropy energy that

has a single prefered axis called the easy-axis and is given to first order by

Euni = KV sin2θ (2.8)

where K is the anisotropy constant, V is the volume of the ferromagnetic element, and θ

is the angle between the magnetization and the easy-axis. Easy-plane anisotropy is similar

to uniaxial anisotropy except that now there is only a high energy axis called the hard-axis.

This is described by either using a negative anisotropy constant for the uniaxial equation or

by combining 2 uniaxial anisotropies of equal magnitude that are orthogonal. For example,

the shape anisotropy of a nanowire ferromagnetic element can be combined with an out-

of-plane (OOP) interfacial anisotropy to create an easy-plane magnetic anisotropy with the
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hard-axis along the width of the nanowire if balanced correctly. An example of such a case

is covered in Chapter 6.

When magnetization dynamics is excited in the absence of Gilbert damping, the

magnetization will precess on a conservative energy trajectory that is greatly affected by

magnetic anisotropy. If an external magnetic field is applied to a sample along the y-axis

without the presence of magnetic anisotropy, the trajectory will be circular about the y-axis.

If now shape anisotropy is introduced such that x-axis is the longest axis of the element while

z-axis is the shortest, the trajectory will now become elliptical (short side along z-axis) due

to it costing more energy for the magnetization to rotate along the z-axis than the x-axis.

An circular trajectory about the y-axis can then be recovered again if an uniaxial anisotropy

along the z-axis is introduced to create an easy-plane anisotropy in the x-z plane.

2.5.3 Spin Waves

A spin wave is a disturbance in the magnetic order that is also a eigenmode of the magnetic

system. The simpliest form is a plane wave solution such that it can be written as an

oscillation of the magnetic moment about a time independent equalibrium magnetization

(mo).

m(r, t) = mo + ∆m(r)ei(k·r−ωt) (2.9)

The frequency of a spin wave is in the GHz regime where its wavelength is tied to its frequency

through the magnetic field dependent dispersion relation of the system. The particle version

of a spin wave is called a magnon which is analogous to phonons for lattice vibrations. The

easiest example of a spin wave can be seen in a 1D chain of magnetic moments as shown in

Fig. 2.6 with a wavelength of five moments. The equalibrium magnetization is set by the

static local field, H, and then an external force perturbs the system which excites the spin
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Figure 2.6: 1D spin wave. Spin wave with a wavelength of 5 magnetic moments in a 1D
chain.

wave. This excitation can be caused by various methods but the most common are thermal,

which is frequency indepedent, or a GHz frequency torque, either an AC magnetic field or

spin torque.

2.5.4 Spin Torque Ferromagnetic Resonance

Spin torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) is a useful tool for measuring the spin wave

eigenmodes of magnetic nanostructures. By applying an AC spin torque into a ferromagnetic

layer, spin waves are resonantly excited when the injected frequency matches an eigenfre-

quency of the magnetic system. When a spin wave is excited, the magnetization will oscillate

which generates a resistance oscillation due to the magnetoresistance present in the device

at the frequency of the spin wave or its harmonics. This resistance oscillation will rectify

the injected electric current generating a DC voltage36,37

V = VPR + VPV = IdcRdc + IacδRac cosφ (2.10)

where Idc (Iac) is the dc (ac) current, Rdc (Rac) is the dc (ac) resistance of the sample, and

φ is the phase difference between the ac current and the ac resistance. Therefore, there will

be either peaks or dips in the DC voltage depending on the phase difference whenever a spin
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wave mode is excited. In order to see these extremas, whose linewidth is proportional to

the damping of the mode, either the injected frequency or the applied magnetic field is held

fixed while the other is swept.

2.5.5 Spin Torque Oscillators

Spin torque oscillators (STO) are one of the more unusual outcomes between the competition

of the damping torques from an applied magnetic field and the presence of spin current. If

the polarzation of the spin current has a component that is anti-parallel to the magnetic field

direction as illustrated in Fig. 2.7, then the damping like torque from the spin current acts as

negative damping and can cancel out the damping torque from the field. If they are of equal

magnitude, then the conservative torque will cause the magnetic moment to oscillate about

the equalibrium magnetization direction along a constant energy trajectory. This is an auto-

oscillatory state whose frequency is determined by the eigenmode frequency of the excited

state and the nonlinearities of the magnetic dynamics of the ferromagnet38. Typically, a self-

localized bullet mode is excited whose frequency is below the spin wave spectrum, however,

spin waves can be excited in certain geometries. These magnetic oscillations will then produce

an AC voltage due to the oscillating resistance and the DC electric current which then can

be detected with a spectrum analyzer.

The type of STO of interest for this thesis is the spin Hall oscillator (SHO)

which consists of spin Hall metal, commonly Pt, and ferromagnetic bilayer, commonly Py

(Ni80Fe20). By applying electrical current in the plane of the sample, as shown in Fig. 2.5,

the spin torque supplied by the SHE is in the damping/anti-damping configuration when

a saturating magnetic field is applied in the plane of the ferromagnetic layer perpendicular

the current direction. The AMR present in the ferromagnetic layer is then used to create

the microwave voltage. Due to the angular dependence of AMR, the frequency of voltage
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Figure 2.7: Spin torque oscillator. llustration of the canceling damping like torques
leading resulting in self-oscillations (left) which produces an AC voltage due to the oscillating
resistance (right).

generated will be twice that of the magnetization oscillations. In order to avoid this fre-

quency doubling, the magnetic field can be tilted towards the current direction thus shifting

the power into the first harmonic.

Some of the early work in SHO was done by Vladislav E. Demidov and his col-

laborators where they used Pt/Py bilayers and measured the magnetic oscillations using an

optical technique called Brillouin light scattering (BLS). The intensity of the signal from

this technique is proportional to the number of created or destructed magnons in the sample

therefore, the larger the self-oscillation amplitude, the larger the signal. Their first work

on SHOs involved a 2-dimensional system where a 5 µm wide Pt stripe with a 2 µm Py

disk on top was used and the results of which is shown in Fig. 2.839. They showed that the

frequency of the oscillations redshifts with increasing current magnetitude for both polarities

due to ohmic heating of the device decreasing the saturation magnetization of the Py, how-

ever, the redshift is greatly enchanced in the anti-damping current polarity, as shown in Fig.

2.8(a). Additionally, the integrated power of the signal is increased as the current is swept

from postive current polarity (damping polarity) to negative current polarity (anti-damping

polarity) as shown in Fig. 2.8(b). Interestly however, the intensity of the signal saturates

rather than dramatically increasing with is indicative of the self-oscillatory state not being
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Figure 2.8: 2-dimensional oscillator. Figure take from V. E. Demidov et al. ”Control of
Magnetic Fluctuations by Spin Current”. Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 107204. (a) Normalized
BLS intensity verses frequency and current at H = 900 G applied in-plane perpendicular
to the current. (b) Normalized integrated intensity and its inverse of the BLS signal verse
current.

reached. Instead, only the thermally excited magnons are detected. This means that the

spin torque reduced the saturation magnetization rather than exciting self-oscillations of the

magnetization in the anti-damping configuration for a 2-dimensional system.

They next patterned electrical leads onto the Pt/Py bilayer that were separated

by 100 nm thus creating a 0-dimensional system to see if self-oscillations could be excited the

results of which are shown in Fig. 2.940. In this dimensionality, they detected self-oscillations

whose spatial profile is shown in Fig. 2.9(a). The size of the oscillatory area is similar to

that of a bullet mode that is commonly found in point contact STO. The bullet mode is a

self-localized soliton whose frequency lies below the ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) mode.

Therefore, the frequency of the SHO along with the FMR frequency was plotted verses the

magnetic field in Fig. 2.9(b). The SHO frequency is near the FMR frequency at low fields but

deviates further below with increasing field. This further confirms the excited mode is in fact

the bullet mode. This leaves the intermediate dimensionality, the unexplored 1-dimensional

nanowire, which is studied in this thesis and described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.9: 0-dimensional oscillator. Figure take from V. E. Demidov et al. ”Magnetic
nano-oscillator driven by pure spin current”. Nature Materials 11, 10281031 (2012) (a)
Spatial map of the normalized BLS intensity at Idc = 16.2 mA and H = 900 G. The dashed
lines on the map show the contours of the leads. (b) The SHO frequency at the onset current
and the FMR frequency verses the applied magnetic field.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Methods, Simulations

and Fabrication

3.1 Platinum Growth

A popular material to use in spintronics is platinum (Pt) due to its ability to generate pure

spin current from an electrical current. This is made possible because of its large spin orbit

coupling which results in a spin Hall angle of ∼ 7%41. Therefore, it is important to be able

to grow Pt with different textures to serve as not only the spin current source, but also the

seed layer for later layers. An ideal substrate for Pt growth and spintronics use must be

electrically insulating but yet thermally conductive while also lattice matching Pt’s 3.91 Å

lattice constant and fcc crystal structure. This means that a textured MgO substate, fcc

and a lattice constant of 4.12 Å, can be used to grow similarly textured Pt. Additionally,

sapphire(0001), hcp and a lattice constant of 4.78 and 12.99 Å, can also be used to grow

Pt(111) due to the ABC packing of hcp along (0001) is identical to the AB packing of fcc
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Figure 3.1: Textured Pt growth. Out-of-plane texture of Pt(5) grown by magnetron
sputtering at 585o C and annealed for 1 hour at same temperature on (a) MgO(100), (b)
MgO(110) and (c) Sapphire(0001). A Ni/Co superlattice was also grown on top of the Pt
for (c) at room temperature. The additional peaks next to the substrate peaks in (a) and
(b) are due to the Kβ and Kω lines from the Cu source which is absent in (c) due to the
addition of Ge(220) filter at the detector.
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along (111) where C is 60o rotated about A resulting in a lattice mismatch of ∼ 0.9%42. In

order to grow the films by magnetron sputtering, follow the steps below.

1. Clean the chosen substrate by sonicating in acetone and then IPA for 10 mins with the

polished side up.

2. Transfer the sample to the sputtering system and clap the substate in the center of the

stage using 2 clips. Do not over tighten the clips as this can introduce strain in the

film.

3. Heat the sample up to 585o C over the course of 45 mins in the sputtering system.

4. Argon plasma clean the sample at 585o C for 20 seconds at 40% power. Do not do

extended cleaning as argon plasma produces long range surface corrugation42.

5. Deposit 3-5 nm of Pt using a side gun at 1 Å/s (15% power) while maintaining a

temperature of 585o C. The likelyhood of a continuous film increases with increasing

Pt thickness.

6. Anneal the sample at 585o for 1 hour.

7. Let cool for 4 hours inside the chamber.

8. If additional materials are needed, argon plasma clean at the wanted temperature for

1 min at 40% power (removing about 1 nm of material) and deposit an additional 2

nm of Pt in order to create a good interface for the next layers. Then grow the wanted

materials.

9. Remove the sample from the sputtering system.

The results of the using this growth recipe is shown in Fig. 3.1 where the out-of-

plane (OOP) texture is shown. For the (100) and (110) Pt growth, the substrate used was
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MgO and the Kα2, Kβ1,2, and Kω lines were not filtered out for the x-ray diffraction patterns

while (111) Pt was grown on Al2O3(0001) with a Ge(220) filter that only allows the Kα line.

The OOP texture for Pt(5) grown on MgO(100) is shown in Fig. 3.1(a) where the (200) and

(400) peaks of the MgO substrate and Pt are clearly seen. However, the (111) and (222)

peaks of Pt is also seen which indicates additional tuning is needed. One possible path is

an improved substate as the (311) peak of MgO is seen which indicates poor phase purity

of the substate. Another path is to change to strontium titanate as this has been shown

to produce higher quality films. When Pt(5) is grown on MgO(110), shown in Fig. 3.1(b),

only the (220) peak is seen for both MgO and Pt resulting in good films. Lastly, the OOP

texture of Pt(7)/[Co(0.5)/Ni(1)]10/Al(2) on sapphire(0001) is shown in Fig. 3.1(c) where

only the (006) and (0012) peaks of sapphire and the (111) and (222) peaks of Pt, Co, and Ni

are seen. Additionally, Pendelösung fringes are seen which indicates a very smooth film43.

Similar results for the (111) Pt growth can be achieved if the sapphire substrate is replaced

with MgO(111).

3.2 Fabrication recipes

This section covers the fabrication recipes for creating 2-port nanowire samples that can be

used for spin Hall oscillators and other spintronic devices. The pattern file outlines used for

creating the leads is shown in Fig. 3.2(a) and (b) while the nanowire is shown in (c). These

patterns can be adjusted to use for any width of nanowire or active region size within reason,

however, if the wire width becomes too large, make sure to increase the width of the leads

near the wire. If more ports are needed, the fabrication recipes that follow can be still used

with the modified lead design.

Photolithography can also be done on the wafer to create large leads and identifer

numbers for each sample as shown in Fig. 3.3. These leads need to have a hard mask
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Figure 3.2: EBL pattern outlines. (a) 2-port lead design used for spin Hall oscillators
where the 3 different colors represent a different layer allowing for variable beam current
and dosage values and the active region can be adjusted by shifting all of the layers left and
right. (b) Zoom in of the lead design. (c) Nanowire design where the width can be adjusted
according to wanted wire dimensions and tapering at end serves as spin wave absorber.
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Figure 3.3: Photolithography lead outline. Outline for the photolithography leads that
should be done on a 2” wafer. Each sample is labeled with a column and row number ranging
from 0-9 and is repeated 4 times over the full range of the pattern. A zoom in of a single
sample area is shown on the right. A square area is left open between the two leads which
is where the sample can be created. EBL leads connect the sample to the photolithography
leads.
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that can survive the etching process therefore adding a hard mask to the leads that will be

etched away completely after the first etching step is needed. An example lead stack would

be Ti(10)/Au(50)/Ta(3) which can be done with a combination of e-beam evaporation and

sputter deposition. Since these leads are done beforehand, the thin film below will be shielded

therefore magnetic material will exist below. This will not impact performance of the device

though because the current density in the leads is small and this magnetic material will be

far away from the device. Additionally, both ports for all of the samples are connected to

one another in order to prevent static discharge during fabrication and shipping. Once a

sample needs to be measured, the stripes connecting each device to each other needs to be

carefully scratched away typically by a diamond scribe.

3.2.1 Mill defined Pt/Py nanowire

This section contains the fabrication recipe, shown in Fig. 3.4, for creating Pt/Py 2-port

nanowire samples, however, the Py layer can easily be replaced with any other ferromag-

netic layer and only result in minor changes to the etching time and hard mask thickness.

Additionally, this fabrication allows for optical access to the ferromagnetic layer. If optical

access is not needed, the final product can be coated in HSQ and vacuum dried to protect

the sample from aging. Additionally, if the nanowire width needs to be thinner than the

capabilities of PMMA, HSQ can then be used.

1. An Al2O3/Pt(6)/Py(5)/Al(2)Ox chip is needed for the fabrication of the device. If no

wafers are left, make a wafer following Sec 3.1 using 5 nm for the intial seed layer and

then depositing Pt(2)/Py(5)/Al(2).

2. Dice off a chip following Sec. 3.3.3 resulting in Fig. 3.4(a).
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a b

c d

e f

Figure 3.4: Mill defined sample with Pt on bottom. Fabrication outline for 2-port,
Pt/Py nanowire samples that are ion mill defined with Pt on a sapphire(0001) substrate. (a)
Starting stack consisting of Pt(6)/Py(5)/Al(2) followed by (b) alignment mark definition
using MMA/PMMA and e-beam evaporation of Ti/Au. (c) Nanowire definition is then done
using PMMA and e-beam evaporation of Al2O3 followed by textbf(d) ion milling down to
Pt. (e) Lead definition follows using MMA/PMMA and e-beam evaporation of Ti/Au and
is finished up by (f) ion milling clean up etch removing rest of Pt.
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3. Following Sec. 3.3.1, spin coat MMA/PMMA and write the 3 global and 25 sample

alignments using EBL with a dosage of 350 µC/cm2 and a beam current of 50 pA

following Sec. 3.3.3.

4. Develop the sample following Sec. 3.3.1 and then oxygen plasma cleaning the sample

and e-beam evaporate Ti(10)/Au(30). If the e-beam evaporator is broken or busy,

sputtering Ta(30)/Pt(5) works also. Lift off the material resulting in Fig. 3.4(b).

5. Spin coat 100 nm of PMMA by following Sec. 3.3.1 and write the nanowire devices,

shown in Fig. 3.2(c), using EBL following Sec. 3.3.3 using a beam current of 13,

”Center-to-Center” and ”Line Spacing” distance of 1.4 nm, Magnification of 1500, and

an area dosage fitting for the pattern using the dosage chart in Sec. 3.3. For really

small devices, use HSQ instead of PMMA and follow Sec. 3.3.2.

6. Following Sec. 3.3.1, develop the sample and then oxygen plasma clean the sample

and e-beam evaporate Al2O3(10). Lift-off the material resulting in Fig. 3.4(c). If HSQ

was used, just develop the sample following Sec. 3.3.2.

7. Image a representative device for each device type using SEM. Do not image every

device as this can damage the devices.

8. Etch the sample down to 1 nm into the Pt using ion milling following Sec. 3.4 with a

beam voltage of 400 V, beam current of 30 mA, accelerating voltage of 80 V, emission

current of 35 mA, stage angle of 45o, active etch time of 95 seconds, and cycle time of

15/15 seconds. This results in Fig. 3.4(d).

9. Again image a representative device for each device type using SEM.

10. Following Sec. 3.3.1, spin coat MMA/PMMA and write leads to the device following

Sec. 3.3.3 and using the pattern shown in Fig. 3.2(a). For the closest layer (red), use

a beam current of 50 pA, ”Center-to-Center” and ”Line Spacing” distance of 10 nm,
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Figure 3.5: SEM images of mill defined samples. (a) SEM image of 340 nm wide
Pt/Py nanowire using mill defined recipe and PMMA e-beam resist for nanowire definition.
(b) SEM image of 51 nm wide Pt/Co/Ni nanowire using mill defined recipe and HSQ e-beam
resist.

magnification of 850, and dosage of 325 µm/cm2. For the next layer (green), use 400

pA, 30 nm, 850, and 300 µm/cm2. For the largest layer (blue), use 6400 pA, 43 nm,

300, and 275 µm/cm2.

11. Following Sec. 3.3.1, develop the sample and then oxygen plasma clean the sample

and e-beam evaporate Ti(10)/Au(50). Lift-off the material resulting in Fig. 3.4(e).

If e-beam evaporation isn’t possible, the lead material can be sputtered however care

should be taken to not include spin Hall metals.

12. Image a representative device for each device type using SEM.

13. Etch the remaining Pt down into the substrate using ion milling following Sec. 3.4

with a beam voltage of 400 V, beam current of 30 mA, accelerating voltage of 80 V,

emission current of 35 mA, stage angle of 45o, active etch time of 35 seconds, and cycle

time of 15/15 seconds. This results in Fig. 3.4(f).

14. The samples are now ready to be diced into 2 × 2 mm chips and placed into a gel pack.

If no identifier marks are present for each sample, be careful not to mix up devices by

only dicing a single chip at a time and place it into the gel pack.
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3.2.2 Lift-off defined Pt/Py nanowire

This section contains the fabrication recipe, shown in Fig. 3.6, for creating Pt/Py 2-port

nanowire samples, however, the Py layer can easily be replaced with any other ferromagnetic

layer and only result in minor changes. Additionally, this fabrication allows for optical access

to the ferromagnetic layer. If optical access is not needed, the final product can be coated in

HSQ and vacuum dried to protect the sample from aging. The downside of this fabrication

recipe is that magnetic sidewalls are left behind which can influence the operation of the

device.

1. An Al2O3/Pt(5) chip is needed for the fabrication of the device. If no wafers are left,

make a wafer following Sec 3.1.

2. Dice off a chip following Sec. 3.3.3 resulting in Fig. 3.6(a).

3. Following Sec. 3.3.1, spin coat MMA/PMMA and write the 3 global and 25 sample

alignments using EBL with a dosage of 350 µC/cm2 and a beam current of 50 pA

following Sec. 3.3.3.

4. Develop the sample following Sec. 3.3.1 and then oxygen plasma cleaning the sample

and e-beam evaporate Ti(10)/Au(30)/Ti(5). If the e-beam evaporator is broken or

busy, sputtering Ta(30) works also. Lift off the material resulting in Fig. 3.6(b).

5. Spin coat 100 nm of PMMA by following Sec. 3.3.1 and write the nanowire devices,

shown in Fig. 3.2(c), using EBL following Sec. 3.3.3 using a beam current of 13,

”Center-to-Center” and ”Line Spacing” distance of 1.4 nm, Magnification of 1500, and

an area dosage fitting for the pattern using the dosage chart in Sec. 3.3.

6. Following Sec. 3.3.1, develop the sample and then argon plasma clean the sample at 40

% power for 1 minute in the sputter system followed by sputtering Pt(2)/Py(5)/Al(2).

Additional protection is needed from etching therefore either e-beam evaporate Al2O3(6)
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Figure 3.6: Lift-off defined sample. Fabrication outline for 2-port, Pt/Py nanowire
samples that are lift-off defined with Pt on a sapphire(0001) substrate. (a) Starting stack
consisting of Pt(5) followed by (b) alignment mark definition using MMA/PMMA and e-
beam evaporation of Ti/Au. (c) Nanowire definition is then done using PMMA and sputter
deposition of Pt(2)/Py(5)/Al(2). (d) Lead definition follows using MMA/PMMA and e-
beam evaporation of Ti/Au and is finished up by (e) ion milling clean up etch removing rest
of Pt.
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ontop of the sputtered layers or expose the sample to air and sputter Al(2) 3 times

thus creating ∼6 nm of AlOx. Lift-off the material resulting in Fig. 3.6(c).

7. Image a representative device for each device type using SEM. Do not image every

device as this can damage the devices.

8. Following Sec. 3.3.1, spin coat MMA/PMMA and write leads to the device following

Sec. 3.3.3 and using the pattern shown in Fig. 3.2(a). For the closest layer (red), use

a beam current of 50 pA, ”Center-to-Center” and ”Line Spacing” distance of 10 nm,

magnification of 850, and dosage of 325 µm/cm2. For the next layer (green), use 400

pA, 30 nm, 850, and 300 µm/cm2. For the largest layer (blue), use 6400 pA, 43 nm,

300, and 275 µm/cm2.

9. Following Sec. 3.3.1, develop the sample and then oxygen plasma clean the sample

and e-beam evaporate Ti(10)/Au(50). Lift-off the material resulting in Fig. 3.6(d).

If e-beam evaporation isn’t possible, the lead material can be sputtered however care

should be taken to not include spin Hall metals.

10. Image a representative device for each device type using SEM.

11. Etch the exposed Pt down into the substrate using ion milling following Sec. 3.4 with a

beam voltage of 400 V, beam current of 30 mA, accelerating voltage of 80 V, emission

current of 35 mA, stage angle of 45o, active etch time of 35 seconds, and cycle time of

15/15 seconds. This results in Fig. 3.6(e).

12. The samples are now ready to be diced into 2 × 2 mm chips and placed into a gel pack.

If no identifier marks are present for each sample, be careful not to mix up devices by

only dicing a single chip at a time and place it into the gel pack.
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Figure 3.7: SEM images of lift-off defined samples. (a) SEM image of ≈200 nm wide
Pt/Py nanowire using the lift-off defined recipe. (b) SEM image of ≈400 nm wide Pt/Py
nanowire with ≈200 nm constriction using the lift-off defined recipe.

3.3 E-beam lithography

E-beam lithography is a commonly used tool for defining nanostructures. When a e-beam is

dragged along a sample with e-beam resist on it, the spots where the e-beam touched will

become exposed. If the e-beam resist is a positve resist, such as PMMA, then when the

sample is developed, the exposed area will wash away. Material can then be deposited onto

the sample and when the rest of the resist is washed away, the material will only remain

where the resist was exposed. Alternatively, if the e-beam resist is a negative resist, such as

HSQ, then when the sample is developed, the exposed area will remain while the rest of the

resist will wash away. The following provides instructions on how the perform this procedure

using the NPGS program on the Magellan SEM that is apart of LEXI.
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Pattern MMA/PMMA MIBK(1):IPA(3) HSQ(4%) NaOH HSQ(4%) MF-319

150 µm box 275 µC/cm2 2300 µC/cm2 2000 µC/cm2

alignment marks 350 µC/cm2

300x150 nm 1100 µC/cm2

75x25 nm 7000 µC/cm2

30 nm nanowire not possible 0.45 nC/cm

150 nm nanowire 420 µC/cm2 0.04 nC/cm

300 nm nanowire 380 µC/cm2 0.03 nC/cm

2000 nm nanowire 360 µC/cm2 0.02 nC/cm

Table 3.1: Approximate dosage values for various patterns, resists, and developer combina-
tions. Dosage testing should be done for all patterns prior to making official samples due to
variance in e-beam and resist conditions.

3.3.1 MMA/PMMA resist

General Notes

1. MMA and PMMA are both positive resists that can be removed with acetone but

remains with IPA.

2. The same dosage will result in a larger MMA device than PMMA.

3. MMA and PMMA are UV sensitive therefore keep samples in the dark if the resist has

not been developed yet.

4. If the sample charges too much for writing, sputter 2 nm of Pt at 30% power on top

of the resist.

5. If only a single layer of resist is wanted, use PMMA by itself.
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6. Multiple layers of either resist can be spun coat to increase the thickness with baking

inbetween each coating.

7. Both resists are stable over long periods of time.

8. Don’t develop the resist until right before the metal deposition in order to prevent dust

particles from ruining the pattern.

9. Common e-beam evaporated hard masks are Al2O3, Cr, and Ti while a sputtered one

is Ta.

10. To aid in lift-off, soak the sample in 70o C acetone bath.

11. If the resist gets too hot, the resist can bake onto the sample making it tough to lift-off.

Spin Coating Instructions

1. Clean sample in developer being used and rinse with IPA.

2. Pre-bake the sample on the hotplate at 180o C for 1 min.

3. Place the sample in the spin coater, secure it in place with vacuum, and select program

6 (4000 RPM for 45 seconds) to get ∼ 70 nm each layer or program 8 (1800 RPM for

45 seconds) to get ∼ 100 nm each layer.

4. Clean a plastic disposable dropper with nitrogen gas.

5. Carefully open the MMA bottle, press down on the dropper head, insert the tip into

the MMA, draw a couple drops worth without spraying air into it, spray the resist onto

the sample through the opening of the spin coater lid, press start, and close the MMA

bottle.

6. Throw away the dropper.
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7. Immediately after the spin coater stops, bake the sample at 180o C for 1 minutes 30

seconds.

8. Repeat steps 3-7 but with PMMA this time.

Developing

1. Put on latex gloves, grab a small beaker (sample) and a medium beaker (waste), and

clean the carbon fiber tweezers.

2. If the MIBK:IPA developer is empty, rinse out the used bottle with IPA and dry with

nitrogen gas. Mix 3 parts IPA and 1 part MIBK and label the bottle with the date,

your name, and the contents.

3. Clean the small beaker with acetone and IPA and then dry with nitrogen gas. Rinse

with MIBK:IPA developer solution and then fill up 1/3 the way with it.

4. Place the sample in the developer for 70 seconds and gently swirl throughout.

5. Rinse the sample with IPA for 45 seconds to stop development. Dry with nitrogen gas

and place the sample in it’s box.

6. Inspect the patterns under the optical microscope to see if the writing process was

successful. If the patterns are below 500 nm, they might not be easily visable.

7. Dispose of the used developer.

Depositing Materials and Liftoff

1. If the material is being sputtered, argon plasma clean the sample at 40% power for

60 seconds right right before deposting. If the material is being e-beam evaporated,

oxygen plasma clean the sample for 1 minute and 30 seconds using the Harrick plasma

cleaner in BION right before the evaporation.
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2. To lift of the material, put on latex gloves, grab a small beaker (sample) and a medium

beaker (waste), and clean the carbon fiber tweezers.

3. Clean the small beaker with acetone and IPA and then fill up 2/3 full with acetone.

4. Place the sample in the beaker and gently swirl until the material starts to crinkle.

5. Sonicate for 20 seconds. If material is still left behind, gently swirl and let soak for

longer and then try sonicating again.

6. While spraying IPA where the sample will exit the acetone, remove the sample from

the acetone beaker and bring over to the waste beaker. Continue spraying IPA for 45

seconds. Dry with nitrogen gas.

7. Inspect the patterns under the optical microscope to see if the writing process was

successful. If the patterns are below 500 nm, they might not be easily visable. If the

liftoff needs improvement, continue soaking the sample in fresh acetone and sonicate

more.

8. Dispose of the acetone and IPA.

3.3.2 HSQ resist

General Notes

1. HSQ is a negaive e-beam resist and the only way to remove it after development is by

etching. It can be removed immediately after spin coating with acetone.

2. Keep the resist bottle in the refrigerator at 10oC whenever not in use.

3. If resist needs to be transfered to another bottle, only use HDPE plastic container.

Otherwise, keep in original bottle if possible.
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4. Solvent for HSQ evaporates rapidly therefore limit air exposure before spin coating.

5. After spin coating, resists only lasts for ∼ 2 hours before degrading.

6. Two different developers are available, salty NaOH (finer resolution and stronger struc-

tures) and MF319 (general use).

7. NaOH developer stripes AlOx capping layers therefore use MF319.

8. 4% HSQ is the optimal concentration that will result in ∼ 80 nm of resist.

9. The etching rate of HSQ developed by salty NaOH is similar to SiOx while developed

by MF319 is slightly faster.

Spin Coating Instructions

1. Clean sample in developer being used and rinse with HPLC water.

2. Pre-bake the sample on the hotplate at 105oC for 1 min.

3. Place the sample in the spin coater, secure it in place with vacuum, and select program

6 (4000 RPM for 45 seconds).

4. Clean a plastic disposable dropper with nitrogen gas.

5. Without setting the dropper down or letting the tip touch anything, retrieve the HSQ

bottle from the fridge and bring it to the spin coater.

6. Quickly but carefully open the HSQ bottle, press down on the dropper head, insert

the tip into the HSQ, draw a couple drops worth without spraying air into it, spray

the resist onto the sample through the opening of the spin coater lid, press start, and

close the HSQ bottle.

7. Throw away the dropper.
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8. Immediately after the spin coater stops, bake the sample at 105oC for 3 minutes 20

seconds.

9. After writing, post bake the sample at 80oC for 1 minute.

Salty NaOH developing

1. Put on latex gloves, grab a small HDPE plastic beaker (sample) and a medium HDPE

plastic beaker (waste), and clean the carbon fiber tweezers.

2. If no developer is left, mix 22.5 mL of 5M NaOH, 61.5 mL of 5M NaCl, and 366 mL

of HPLC grade water in a 500 mL HDPE plastic container using a plastic graduated

cylinder.

3. Clean the small HDPE plastic beaker with acetone and IPA. Rinse with HPLC grade

water and then dry with nitrogen gas. Rinse with the developer and then fill up half

way with it.

4. Place the sample in the developer for 2 minutes and gently swirl throughout.

5. Rinse the sample with HPLC grade water for 45 seconds to stop development. Dry

with nitrogen gas and place the sample in it’s box.

6. Inspect the patterns under the optical microscope to see if the writing process was

successful. If the patterns are below 500 nm, they might not be easily visable.

7. Dispose of the used developer.

MF-319 developing

1. Put on latex gloves, grab a small HDPE plastic beaker (sample) and a medium HDPE

plastic beaker (waste), and clean the carbon fiber tweezers.
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2. Clean the small HDPE plastic beaker with acetone and IPA. Rinse with HPLC grade

water and then dry with nitrogen gas. Rinse with the developer and then fill up half

way with it.

3. Place the sample in the developer for 70 seconds and gently swirl throughout.

4. Rinse the sample with HPLC grade water for 45 seconds to stop development. Dry

with nitrogen gas and place the sample in it’s box.

5. Inspect the patterns under the optical microscope to see if the writing process was

successful. If the patterns are below 500 nm, they might not be easily visable.

6. Dispose of the used developer.
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3.3.3 E-beam lithography standard operating procedure

Beam Current (pA) Spot Size (Configuration Parameter)

1.6 -9

3.2 -8

6.4 -7

13 -6

25 -5

50 -4

100 -3

200 -2

400 -1

800 0

1600 1

3200 2

6400 3

Table 3.2: Beam current to Spot Size (Configuration Parameter) conversion used for NPGS
program to automate switching of the currents during writing.

Preparing Sample

1. Put on latex gloves, eyewear and labcoat.

2. Turn on the hotplate in the fume hood to the baking temperature of the resist.

3. Take 2 small glass beaker (sample) and 1 medium glass beaker (waste) from the clean

rack.
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4. Clean both small glass beakers with acetone and Kimwipe and rinse with IPA pouring

waste into medium glass beaker. Fill 1 small glass beaker with acetone and the other

with IPA.

5. Clean carbon fiber tipped tweezers and metal tipped tweezers if baking temperature ex-

ceeds 150o C. Handle the samples with carbon fiber tipped tweezers whenever possible

as it prevents unwanted scratching.

6. If sample isn’t diced yet, clean 2 glass slides and a sample box with acetone and

Kimwipe and rinse with IPA over waste beaker. Dry with nitrogen gas over clean

room wipe. Dice off a 10 mm x 15 mm chip from the needed wafer by scoring the

needed wafer with a diamond scribe a single time using a glass slide as a guide. Break

chip away from wafer by sandwiching the larger side between the glass slides and

apply pressure with tweezers on the far edge of the side sticking out. Orientate the

chip such that the long axis is horizontal. Using a diamond scribe, softly score the

bottom corners vertically and the top corners horizontally for 1 mm. This will be used

for sample orientation and creates dust particles for e-beam alignment.

7. Transfer sample to acetone beaker and sonicate the sample for 5 mins.

8. While spraying with IPA, transfer the sample to the IPA beaker and sonicate for 5

mins.

9. Dry with nitrogen gas over clean room wipe and transfer to sample box.

10. Set the nitrogen gas to 60 PSI.

11. Follow wanted resists SOP.

12. Inspect the resist layer to make sure a uniform layer was deposited and place the sample

back in sample box.

13. Set the nitrogen gas back to 30 PSI.
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Getting SEM Started

1. Log into the reservation system, logbook, and SEM user interface (GUI).

2. If the NPGS program on EBL computer is open, make sure the SEM is on SEM mode

and not NPGS mode. A green light on the SEM should be on with the yellow light off.

If the yellow light is on, then the SEM is in NPGS mode and word external should be

on the SEM computer windows. To switch back to SEM mode, click the SEM button.

Close the NPGS program.

3. Restart the EBL computer. Do not log into the NPGS computer after restart yet!

4. Make sure the e-beam is off and then exit the SEM GUI. Once the GUI is stopped,

stop the SEM server. Wait until the server is completely stopped (takes a couple mins

and the buttons should be gray) and then close out of SEM program. Restart the SEM

computer.

5. Log into the SEM computer under supervisor user name (password: supervisor) and

start the SEM program. Start the SEM server and wait till it is completely started

(takes a couple mins and the buttons should be green) and then start the GUI. Log

into the SEM.

6. Log into the EBL computer under supervisor user name (password: supervisor). An

auto DAC calibration should start. Make sure you don’t do anything on the SEM

computer or EBL computer during this time. Once completed, it should request a

second calibration, press enter on the EBL computer to start it. After this is completed,

open up the NPGS program and the initial start up should be completed. If the auto

DAC calibration didn’t initiate, open the NPGS program and that should start the

calibration.

Loading the Sample
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1. Put on latex gloves. Mount the sample on the medium SEM stub with 2 copper clips.

Make sure the copper clips are in contact with a conducting part of the sample to

ground the sample.

2. Press the ”V” button on the quick loader to vent the side chamber and open the lid.

Release the quick loader holder from the quick loader arm by moving the handle from

position 2 to position 1.

3. Load the sample onto the quick loader holder and secure it using the set screw. Then

load it onto the quick loader arm by sliding the holder onto the arm and moving the

handle from position 1 to position 2, close the lid, and press the ”P” button on the

quick loader to pump the side chamber. If the stage isn’t in the loading position, it

will then move to it when ”P” is pressed.

4. Open the load lock by turning its handle downward and then to the left. While holding

it open and looking at the stage camera, move the quick loader arm to position 3-5

and then back to 2 in order to transfer the sample to the SEM stage. Close the load

lock by pushing its handle right and then back up to its original position. Remove the

latex gloves but don’t throw them away.

5. Go to the ”End” position under the SEM stage position control such that the stage is

now centered.

6. Go the the ”Stage” drop down menu and select ”Take NavCam photo” to take a CCD

picture of your sample to aid in positioning the sample.

Sample and Beam Alignment

1. Move the beam to the edge below the bottom left vertical scratch if sample is right

side up or above right vertical scratch if sample is upside down.
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2. Set the beam voltage to 30 kV and the beam current to the smallest writing current

that will be used (typically around 25 pA) and turn on the beam and focus the beam

on the edge of the sample.

3. Click ”Link Z-Height” making the z now describe the distance between the lens and

the sample surface. Set the height (z) to 7 mm.

4. Refocus on the sample edge. Go to the ”Stage” drop down menu and select ”XT Align

Feature”. Draw a line going from right to left if sample is upside down or left to right

if sample is right side up along the edge of the sample to orientate the sample. Repeat

this step once.

5. Select ”Take NavCam photo” to retake the CCD picture.

6. Locate a dust particle near the closest scratch.

7. Refocus the beam on the particle. Click ”Link Z-Height” and then set to 7mm. Repeat

3 times.

8. Test the communication between the NPGS and SEM computers by clicking the

”NPGS” button. The SEM windows should now say ”External”. Using the NPGS

computer, image the dust particle through the NPGS software by using a 150um test

window pattern and run file. Open up the run file and make sure the spot size (Config-

uration Parameter) and current match the lowest current you are using. Run the test

window and only allow a single scan by pressing ”S” once the scan starts. After the

scan finishes, press ”a” to autoscale the image and the dust particle should be visable.

If not, redo the ”Getting SEM Started” steps. If the particle is visable, exit the test

window program and click ”SEM” to return local control to the SEM.

9. Click ”Direct Adjustments” to open up the window to make beam adjustments. Click

”Crossover” and center the beam for each current that will be used for writing. Return

back to the lowest current that will be used.
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10. Refocus the beam and fix the stigmation, lens modulator, and both stigmator modu-

lators.

11. Click ”Unlink Z-Height” to return back to absolute z height.

12. Click ”Set WD = 7 mm” on NPGS computer.

13. Refocus the particle by moving the stage up and down to 10 microns of sensitivity.

Finish focusing normally. Save the stage position.

14. In the NPGS program, select ”Direct Stage Control” to start the tilt correction pro-

gram. Press ”Enter” twice on the NPGS keyboard to start collecting a new data set.

Press the space bar to acquire first data point. Move to the other 3 corners and focus

on a dust particle to set the other points pressing the space bar each time. Exit out of

the protocol by pressing ”Enter” twice and then ”Esc”.

15. Return back to the original position and refocus on the particle.

16. Go to the top of the nearest scratch (bottom left) and save this position. Press the

”NPGS” button in the NPGS software to return back to ”External” control of the

SEM.

17. If starting a new chip, proceed to the ”Writing Alignment Marks” section. Otherwise,

proceed to the ”Writing Patterns using Alignment Marks” section.

Writing Alignment Marks

1. Open up the ”150um box” run file and make sure ”Layer” is set to ”Continuous”,

”Origin Offset” is set to ”0,0”, ”Center-to-Center Distance” and ”Line Spacing” values

are set to ”40”, ”Measured Beam Current” and ”Spot Size (Configuration Parameter)”

is set to ”6400” and ”3” respectfully, ”Multiple Pass Mode” is set to ”Disable”, and

the dosage is set to ”Area” and the value needed for that resist and developer. Set
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Figure 3.8: Sample alignment marks. (Top) Layout of the sample alignment marks.
(Bottom) Chip outline with 25 devices seperated by 2 mm and 3 global alignment marks
that are 1 mm away from the nearest device. Global alignment mark, xa, is 0.5 mm away
from the top of the bottom left scratch.
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”Disable Digital SEM Control” to ”No” so that the current can be controlled by the

NPGS computer. Make sure ”Entity Type” is set to ”Pattern”, ”Pattern Name” is set

to ”150um box”, ”Number of Repeats” is set to ”0”, ”XY Move to Pattern Center” is

set to ”0,0”.

2. Move 0.5 mm to the right of the scratch and write the first global alignment mark by

running the ”150um box” run file by right clicking the file and select run.

3. Move 8 mm up and write the next global alignment mark.

4. Move 8 mm down and 10 mm to right and write the last global alignment mark.

5. Move left 5 mm and up 4 mm to go to the center of the global alignment marks.

6. Open up the ”align write” run file and make sure ”Layer” is set to ”Continuous”,

”Origin Offset” is set to ”0,0”, ”Center-to-Center Distance” and ”Line Spacing” values

are set to ”11”, ”Measured Beam Current” and ”Spot Size (Configuration Parameter)”

is set to ”50” and ”-4” respectfully, ”Multiple Pass Mode” is set to ”Disable”, and the

dosage is set to ”Area” and the appropiate dosage value for that resist and developer.

Set ”Disable Digital SEM Control” to ”No” so that the current can be controlled by

the NPGS computer. Make sure ”Entity Type” is set to ”Array”, ”Pattern Name”

is set to ”align write”, ”# of Rows in Pattern Array” and ”# of Columns in Pattern

Array” is set to ”5”, ”Exposure Steps for Array” is set to ”No”, ”Initial XY Move to

Pattern Center” is set to ”0,0”, and ”Array Spacing (Col,Row)” is set to ”2000,2000”.

7. Save and Close the run file and then run it. The 25 alignment marks should write

non-stop. Make sure the first alignment mark is written 1 mm to the right of the first

global alignment mark. When writting is finished, proceed to the ”Ending the Writing

Session” section.

Writing Patterns using Alignment Marks
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Figure 3.9: Alignment outlines. Outiline of the (a) largest align and (b) medium align
steps. The squares are filled polygons (dashed line) which defines a viewing window. The
”L” shapes in (a) and the small boxes in (b) are un-filled (solid line) that match up with the
physical objects on the wafer that were written previously. The color of the un-filled and
filled shapes are paired such that they belong to the same layer.

1. Move to the first sample location.

2. Open up the wanted run file. If no run file is present for the pattern needed, right

click on the pattern file and create a run file. Make sure there are 3 Entity Types

and set the first and second ones to ”Aligment”, ”Alignment Mode” to ”Manual”,

”Number of times to repeat” to ”1”, and ”XY Move to Pattern Center” to ”0,0”. For

the first alignment, set ”Pattern Name” to ”largest align”. For the second alignment,

set ”Pattern Name” to ”medium align”. Set the third to ”Pattern”, ”Pattern Name”

to the pattern file that is going to be written, ”Number of Repeats” to ”0”, ”XY Move

to Pattern Center” to ”0,0”.

3. Highlight the ”Number of entities to process” and then set ”Disable Digital SEM

Control” to ”No” so that the current can be controlled by the NPGS computer.

4. With the third entity selected, make sure ”Layer” is set to ”Continuous”, ”Origin Off-

set” is set to ”0,0” and ”Multiple Pass Mode” is set to ”Disable”. Also, set ”Center-

to-Center Distance”, ”Line Spacing”, ”Measured Beam Current”, ”Spot Size (Config-

uration Parameter)”, dosage type and value to their necessary values for that recipe.
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5. Highlight the ”largest align” entity and set ”center-to-Center Distance” and ”Line

Spacing” to ”300” and ”Measured Beam Current” and ”Spot Size (Configuration Pa-

rameter)” to the writing parameters being used.

6. Highlight the ”medium align” entity and set ”center-to-Center Distance” and ”Line

Spacing” to ”50” and ”Measured Beam Current” and ”Spot Size (Configuration Pa-

rameter)” to the writing parameters being used.

7. Save the run file and exit it.

8. Run the file. Follow instructions on screen to start the large alignment step. Once scan

starts, press ”S” to perform single scan over the window. Once scan is finished, press

”a” to auto-scale the color wheel. Click on the top left window and line up the mask

with the scanned imaged using the arrow keys. Repeat over each window and then

press ”Enter” and then ”n” to proceed to the next alignment step. Do it again, but

now for the medium alignment step. If alignment was successful, write the pattern,

otherwise exit out of the writing process.

9. Move to next sample location and repeat the previous step to completion. Once fin-

ished, move on to ”Ending the Writing Session” section.

Ending the Writing Session

1. Move the stage to a scratch location and then click the ”SEM” button to return back

to local control.

2. On the SEM computer, pause the scan, turn off the e-beam, and then move to the

”End” position.

3. Put the latex gloves back on and Press the ”P” button on the quickloader to move

the stage to the unloading position. Open up the load lock value following the same
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procedure used in the ”Loading the Sample” section. Take the sample out of the main

chamber by moving the quick loader from position 2 to 5-3 and then back to 2 again

while watching using the video feed. Close the load lock value.

4. Press ”V” to vent the load lock chamber. Open the lid and then move the quick loader

from position 2 to 1 which will release the quick loader holder. Loosen the set screw

and remove the sample holder. Loosen the clips holding down the sample and return

the sample back to its holder.

5. Return the quick loader holder back to the load lock and close the lid. Press the ”P”

button to pump down the side chamber.

6. Log out of the SEM GUI, logbook, and reservation system and throw away the latex

gloves.

7. Return to lab and develop the sample according to the recipe being used.

Random Notes

1. Once in a while, the NPGS computer gets stuck on a window. To switch to the correct

window, press the ”Windows” key and then select the flashing tab.

2. By default, ”Spot Size (Configuration Parameter)” doesn’t do anything. To enable it,

make sure the scope driver (under options/system files/PG-CMND.sys line #9) is set

to ”scope2.bat”.

3. If the current doesn’t need to be changed inbetween writing steps, the ”Spot Size

(Configuration Parameter)” can be set to 99 such that the beam current will remain

unchanged. This helps speed up the writing step as it avoids the couple second delay.

4. To create a new pattern file on an outside computer, use Layout Editor to draw the

wanted pattern with filled polygons (dashed lines) for areas to be written and a different
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layer for each unique writing parameter wanted. Transfer the file to webfiles. Download

the file on the SEM support computer and transfer it to the shareddata folder so that it

is accessible on the NPGS computer. Switch over the monitor to the NPGS computer

and transfer the file from the shareddata folder to the wanted project folder in NPGS.

Open up the NPGS program and right click on the gds file and convert it to dc2 using

the default options. Open up the now dc2 file in autocad by right clicking on it. Under

the NPGS pull down menu in autocad, select ”SetDump”. Click on a spot that is

out of the way of the sample but still near it such that if the beam blanker fails, the

sample is not ruined. Press ”Enter” 3 times to set the dump point. Save the pattern

file by selecting ”NPGS:Save” (DO NOT select ”File:Save” otherwise file won’t work).

Follow the instructions from the prompt window and exit the program.

5. If the sample alignment marks are difficult to find when trying to find the first sample

location, run the test window run file in order to locate the alignment marks under

a bigger viewing window. Make sure to only do a single scan (press ”S”) in order to

prevent overexposing the sample. Align the mask to the center of the aligment mark

pattern. On the bottom of the screen, the distance the mask had to travel is recorded

in microns. Move the stage that distance which should then center the beam on the

alignment pattern. Try running the wanted pattern now.

6. The maximum distance the NPGS alignment program can handle horizontally (x-

direction) is ∼ 5 microns. If a mask needs to move more than that, the alignment

matrix will error. To overcome this, move the stage the necessary distance and rerun

the alignment step.

7. The actual beam current is different than the listed values on the SEM which can affect

the dosage required for a device. Measure the actual beam current using a faraday cup

(our own) and the nanoammeter (next to SEM monitor) after beam source maintenance

or at least once a year.
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3.4 Ion milling standard operation procedure

Ion milling using argon plasma is one of the most ubiquitous etching steps in nanofabrication.

Argon is used because it is an inert element therefore it limits doping of the material that is

wanted to be etched. Additionally, it is heavy enough such that bombardment of electrically

neutral argon atoms is enough to knock away almost any type of atom on the surface. This

means that argon can be used to etch almost any material, however, at different speeds. For

ion milling, the argon plasma is collimated by electric fields thus resulting in an anisotropic

etch. This means the etching rate for a material will depend on the angle between the argon

plasma and the surface of the sample. This can additionally lead to shadowing, where the

argon plasma is blocked by the structure being etched, therefore the sample should aways

be rotated when being etched. The following provides instructions on how to use the Intlvac

Nanoquest 1 ion mill.

Preparation

1. Make sure the nitrogen isnt empty, the compressed air line is at 60 psi, and the system

water cooling pressure is ∼80 psi.

2. Use clean powder free gloves when operating the mill and only use the clean tweezers

and screw driver provided.

3. The default state is with the chamber pumped down, the turbo at full speed, the stage

chiller turned off manually, and the nitrogen tank closed.

4. The software used to run the Ion mill is called NanoCon Interface and is ran by Lab-

View44.

5. The logbook is located on the Desktop and is called Ion Mill Logbook.odt with the

date that it was started.
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Figure 3.10: Chamber tab for the Ion mill program. Taken from Intlvac Nanoquest 1
User Manual.
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Figure 3.11: Profile tab for the Ion mill program. Taken from Intlvac Nanoquest 1
User Manual.
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6. The ”Abort Process” button (Fig. 3.10 #21) is safe to use when you are unsure if

something is wrong.

Preparation

1. Login to the ion mill computer by either using the touch screen or mouse (user-

name=user, password=123) and verify no errors are present on the Chamber tab

of the NanoCon Interface program. If the stage chiller is turned off, turn it back on by

using the switch on the front of the Neslab chiller. If the nitrogen tank is closed, open

it slowly. Make sure the stage is at 0 degrees (facing upwards) (Fig. 3.10 #9 and 11).

If it is not, contact a super user and dont try to open the chamber door.

2. If the mill is pumped down, start the vent process by pressing and holding the ”Vent

Chamber” button (Fig. 3.10 #24) until the progress bar is completed (just pressing it

will not do anything). This will stop all other processes and will start spinning down

the turbo pump. After 15 mins, the system will be vented.

3. Open the chamber door slowly until the stage is accessible. Load in your sample

following the relevant loading procedure in the ”Sample Loading” section as 3”-4”

wafers are loaded differently than individual chips. Inspect the neutralizer filament to

make sure it is not broken.

4. Close the chamber door slowly. Making sure not pinch your skin in the door, hold the

door close and press and hold the ”Pump Chamber” button (Fig. 3.10 #25) until the

progress bar is completed. Once you hear the door seal, stop pressing on the door and

monitor the pump down process. Once the pressure (Fig. 3.10 #5) reaches 1 mTorr,

the turbo pump should start spinning up. Once this state is achieved, it is okay to

walk away.
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5. Wait until the turbo pump reaches full speed which will take roughly 10 mins. When

the turbo reaches speed, the indicator (Fig. 3.10 #19) will turn from ”Accelerating”

to ”At Speed”.

6. Load in the profile needed for the etch in the Profile tab by pressing the Open button

(Fig. 3.11 #9) which will cause a dialog box to appear. Double click on the profile you

want to use which will load in the profile. The only parameter you can change is the

active etch time which is called ”Process Time”. This must be entered in hh:mm:ss

format and ignore the duty cycle as the program will calculate the total time need to

achieve the etch time you enter. For example, if the duty cycle is set to 15 seconds on

and 45 seconds off, while you enter in 00:01:00 for the ”Process Time”, then the total

time will be 3 minutes 15 seconds for the etch step.

7. Inspect the profile to make sure everything is set the way you want it. If there is

no recipe available for your need, contact a super user to help create a new one. If

everything is okay, press the ”Upload” button (Fig. 3.11 #11). Wait for the progress

bar to finish before doing anything else as this is writing all of the parameters to

memory.

8. Fill out the logbook with all the information you currently have available (the green

columns). The information for the blue columns will have to be filled in once the etch

has started.

9. Return to the Chamber tab and press the ”Start Profile” button (Fig. 3.10 #22)

when ready to start the etch. Etching wont start until the chiller temperature and

the base pressure reach their set points. At this point the stage will rotate to the

etch angle, start spinning and the ion source will begin beam warm-up. Inspect the

neutralizer current making sure it is nonzero. If it is 0, press the ”Abort Process”

button (Fig. 3.10 #21) as the neutralizer filament is broken and contact a super user.

Dont use the values from this step for the logbook.
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10. After beam warm-up, the ion mill will go to the beam stabilization step. During this,

the stage will rotate to the angle of the etch and the beam parameters go to the wanted

etch parameters. The shutter should be closed during this time. Near the end of this

process, record the values needed in the blue columns of the log book. Verify the red

column (”Accelerator Current Check (<5%)”) is returning ”good”. If it is not, press

the ”Abort Process” button (Fig. 3.10 #21) and contact a super user.

11. After beam stabilization, the ion mill will go to the etch process. Make sure the shutter

is opening when it is supposed to. When the etch is finished, it will enter a cooldown

process. Once this process has ended, the chamber can be vented.

12. Vent the chamber in the same manner as step 2. Unload your sample following step 3

and pump down the chamber again following step 4.

13. Turn off the chiller by pressing the front power button on the chiller. It will enter a

20 second shutdown process. Do not turn off the chiller from the button on the back

without first doing the shutdown process as this will reduce the life of the chiller. Close

the nitrogen tank and then log off.

Sample Loading

Chips

1. Loading individual chips requires the aluminum tapped plate. Tungsten clips provide

the mounting force and if more is needed, contact a super user. If the aluminum plate

is already attached skip to step 4. If nothing is attached, skip to step 3.

2. Remove 4” wafer holder by loosening the screws holding the titanium ring down. Turn

the ring and lift up to remove the ring. Remove the screws and the thermo pad.

3. Place the aluminum plate onto the stage and screw it in place.
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4. Clip the samples down by positioning the chip near the clips and carefully lifting up

on the clips near the contact point while making sure not to completely remove the

clip from the hole and place it onto the chip in the corner. Optimal etching speed is

achieved 1” from the center.

3”-4” Wafers

1. Loading wafers requires the use of the thermo pad, titanium ring, vacuum and nitrogen

gas. If titanium plate and thermo pad are already attached, skip to step 4. If nothing

is attached, skip to step 3.

2. Remove the aluminum plate by removing the screws and then lifting up the plate.

3. Place the thermo pad on the stage. Make sure the pad is clean and centered and on

the stage. Insert the screws but only screw in half way.

4. Place the wafer onto the pad and attach the stage line to the stage inlet. If the line

cant reach the inlet, jog the stage by pressing the ”Jog Stage” button in the chamber

tab.

5. Open up the roughing pump vacuum line to the stage (Fig. 3.10 #14) and wait 5

minutes. Close the vacuum line and remove the stage line.

6. Place the titanium ring over the top of the wafer such that the flat part of the ring

matches up with the flat part of the wafer and rotate into position. Tighten the screws

such that the titanium ring is snug but dont over tighten.

7. To remove, loosen the screws, turn the ring and lift up. Attach the stage line to the

stage inlet and open up the nitrogen gas to the stage (Fig. 3.10 #13). Remove the

wafer from the pad while being careful not to drop the pad on the ground as it will

want to stick to the wafer. Turn off the nitrogen gas to the stage. Realign the pad on

the stage and place the titanium ring back on the stage.
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3.5 OOMMF Simulations

The following section provides examples of how to write a .mif file for OOMMF in order to

perform a spin Hall oscillator simulation where the Oersted field and current density vector

where calculated in COMSOL and converted into .ovf files for use. The simulation is also

set up such that the current is increased for each stage of the simulation. Additionally,

this simulation uses a homebrew class that can include 2 sources of spin torque, one for

the current running through the Permalloy and the other through the platinum. For more

information on the different classes available in OOMMF, see the OOMMF userguide and

look under child classes. Additionally, all units used in OOMMF are in SI. If you want to

work in terms of current instead of current density, the spin polarization ”P” can be used to

convert to current by dividing ”P” by the cross-sectional area of the device. If the on state

for a input for any class is ”1”, then the off state is ”0”. At a minimum for any simulation,

a geometry (atlas), mesh, driver, and evolver must be defined.

1. Define any variables that you want to use later using ”set” or ”Parameter” if the

variable needs to be changed during batch processing. If math needs to be done, use

”[expr {}]”. Examples of how to use these commands is shown in Fig. 3.12(a).

2. Define the sample geometry using ”Specify” and then the wanted atlas class. In order

for variables to be used inside class, use ”[subst {}]”, while for use inside a ”proc”, used

for creating scripts, use ”global”. Fig. 3.12(b) shows an example of how to use the

Oxs ScriptAtlas class which calls a script in the .mif file and assigns names to certain

regions in space based on inputs given. The proc returns either 1,2, or 3 based on cell

position where 1,2, and 3 correspond to the names in the regions list. Additionally, the

name after ”Oxs ScriptAtlas:” defines the name of the whole volume. These regions

can later be referenced by these names.
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Figure 3.12: Defining constants and geometry. (a) Example of how to use set, expr,
and $. (b) Defines the geometry using Oxs ScriptAtlas and the scipt, taperedwire, that
takes in the x, y, and z coordinates.
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Figure 3.13: Defining mesh and exchange field. (a) Defines the mesh by breaking the
volume into a regular grid with length in each direction given in cellsize. (b) Defines the
exchange field.

Figure 3.14: Defining applied field. (a) Defines the applied field for each cell and stage
utilizing scripts. (b) Sets the field vector based on the angles defined earlier and needs an
input to set the strength. (c) Sets the field stength based on the stage number.
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Figure 3.15: Defining demagnetization field and loading vector files. (a) Defines the
demagnetization field which is calculated based on the geometry of the device. (b) Loads in
the polarization files needed for the evolver which makes them available to be referenced.

Figure 3.16: Defining Oersted field. Defines the Oersted field by similar means to the
applied field however utilizing a file to define the spatial profile.
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3. Define the mesh using ”Oxs RectangularMesh” as seen in Fig. 3.13(a) which splits

up the volume into cells. The cell size should be smaller than the exchange length

of the material however, if the length along an axis is 2 exchange lengths or less, the

cell can be extended to the whole length to save computation time at the cost of

some accuracy. Additionally, if the object has curves, smaller cell sizes allow for more

accurate simulations due to the reduction of staircasing errors, however, it should be

≥ 5 Å to prevent numerical errors.

4. Define the exchange energy using ”Oxs Exchange6Ngbr” as seen in Fig. 3.13(b) where

the exchange constant needs to be defined for each region and from one region to

another. This specific class is the standard for exchange definition.

5. Define the applied magnetic field that is changed at each stage of the simulation by

using ”Oxs StageZeeman” as shown in Fig. 3.14(a). 2 scripts are used in order to

control both spatial (Fig. 3.14(b)) and temporal (Fig. 3.14(c)) properties of the field.

The stage number is passed to ”fieldcontrol” which sets the applied field strength

and passes that to ”fieldset”. Then ”fieldset” passes the applied field vector to the

”Oxs StageZeeman” class which applies the field to each cell.

6. Define the demagnetization field using ”Oxs Demag” as shown in Fig. 3.15(a). This is

the standard demagnetization class and doesn’t include periodic boundary conditions

by default.

7. Load in the polarization files for the platinum and permalloy layer using ”Oxs FileVectorField”

as shown in Fig. 3.15(b). These polarization files allow for the current density ”J” to

actually represent the current entering the sample since they convert the current to the

spin current density at each cell which was numerically calculated in COMSOL at 1 A

and multiplied by the spin polarization of the material. Since this simulation consists

of 2 different sources of spin torque, two files are needed.
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8. Define the Oersted field, shown in Fig. 3.16, similarily to applied field. Instead of

using a script to define the spatial profile, use the Oersted field file that was created

externally using COMSOL and Python. This file needs to be loaded in beforehand

similarly to how the polarization files were load in Fig. 3.15(b). If no file exists and an

analytical solution is available, use a script instead. Since the oersted field arises from

the electrical current, and is linearly dependent on current magnitude, the field strength

for each cell is multiplied by the current being used in the simulation. Therefore, the

Oersted field file or script should in units of field/current.

9. Define the evolver, shown in Fig. 3.17(a), which determines the equation being solved

and the spin torque terms. For this simulation, the evolver class used is ”Oxs Test”

which is a homebrew class that can take in 2 sources of spin torque. ”J profile” (time

dependence of current magnetitude), ”alpha” (damping), ”mp” (spin polarization di-

rection of first source), ”lambda” (symmetry of spin torque), ”J” (current magneti-

tude), ”J direction” (spin current direction of first source), and ”P” (spin polarization

of first source) are the standard variables used in the standard spin torque evolver,

”Oxs SpinXferEvolve”. Additional parameters for this evolver include ”propagate mp”

(when set to ”1”, sets the second spin source to derivative form), ”both currents”

(set to ”1” to activate second spin source), ”fourpt derivative” (set to ”1” to use 4-

point derivative if in derivative form), ”J in direction” (spin current direction of second

source), ”mp in” (spin polarization direction of second source if not in derivative form),

and ”P in” (spin polarization of second source). The ”CurrentProfile” script is shown

in Fig. 3.17(b) which sets the time dependence of the current. It can be done using

a combination of stage number (if want constant throughout the stage as in this case)

or with time (allows time dependent currents needed for spin torque ferromagnetic

resonance).
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10. Define the driver, as shown in Fig. 3.18(a), which manages the evolver and determines

the energy minimization algorithm. This is the standard driver which sets the base-

name (the name used for saving the data), number of stages, time length of each stage,

the initial magnetization, and the saturation magnetization. Additional outputs can

be created here using ”projection outputs”, here the magnetization in the area defined

by the script is selected, along with setting the output data to either text or binary. If

Ms is set to ”0”, the magnetization dynamics equation isn’t calculated there.

11. Send the outputs to ”mmArchive” so that they are saved as shown in Fig. 3.18(b).

Define what and how often an output is saved using ”Schedule”.

12. Double check the file for errors and then the .mif file is ready to be used.
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Figure 3.17: Defining evolver. (a) Defines the evolver which determines the magnetization
dynamics equation being solved. (b) The script used to define the time dependence of the
current.
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Figure 3.18: Defining driver and outputs. (a) Defines the driver to use which manages
the evolver. (b) Defines what and when to output.

3.6 Measurement techniques

3.6.1 Electrostatic discharge

Electrostatic discharge is a common cause of nanoscale device failure. This occurs due to

the small cross-sectional area of nanoscale devices which can create large current densities

at low voltages leading to electromigration, dielectric breakdown, or the vaporization of the
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actual device. To prevent this, a grounding strap should be worn at all times when working

with nanoscale or other electrostatic sensitive devices. Additionally, a grounding box should

be used to separate the device from any dc power components which can be used to switch

between live (bare wire) or grounded (sample leads shorted together along with dc supply

terminals) to prevent power surges from entering the device. When either voltage or current

applied to the sample needs to be changed, it should be swept to the target value to decrease

the likelihood of a device death. Lastly, if an amplifer is being used in the circuit, do not

power down any equipment or flip any mechanical switches with the amplifer powered.

3.6.2 Standing waves

A common problem in microwave measurements is the pressence of standing waves in the

circuit. This will manifest itself in oscillations in frequency of the power at the spectrum

analyzer whose period is determined by the length of the circuit. Therefore, longer circuits

will have a shorter period of standing waves however, the amplitude of the standing waves

will be smaller than shorter circuits due to the increased attenuation in the circuit. This

fact can be utilized when a background substraction isn’t possible.

When performing a microwave measurement that measures the power delivered to

a 50 Ω load, such as using a spectrum analyzer, in the absence of a signal, a standing wave

pattern will be observed such as the orange spectrum shown in Fig. 3.19(a). This is caused

by the thermal noise in the circuit which is frequency independent. When a signal is present,

the signal is seen with the addition of the standing waves as seen in the blue spectrum. In

order to remove the standing waves, the signal spectrum is subtracted by the background

spectrum thus creating the processed spectrum as shown as the burgundy spectrum in Fig.

3.19(b). The background signal is obtained by either using the opposite current or field

polarity that is used to generate the signal. This however, doesn’t completely remove the
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Figure 3.19: Standing waves in microwave measurements. (a) Example background
spectrum (orange) and signal spectrum (blue) for a self-oscillatory measurement where stand-
ing waves are present. (b) Processed signal (burgundy) where signal spectrum (dashed blue
line) is subtracted by the background spectrum to reduce standing waves.

standing waves as additionally standing waves are created from the voltage of the signal.

Therefore, more work is needed to be done to improve signal processing.

3.6.3 Vector Network Analyzer standard operating procedures

Calibrating VNA

1. Navigate menus using the arrow keys and select the highlighted item by pressing Enter.

2. To enter a value for a selected menu item, use the number pad and the unit/magnitude

keys in the upper right part of the panel.

3. The frequency range of the VNA is from 40 MHz to 40 GHz.

4. The source level and attentuation levels at the receiver circuit for each port can be

adjusted in the ”Test Signals” menu. The source level ranges from -20-0 dBm and the

attenuation at port 1 can be set from 0-70 dB and port 2 can be set from 0-40 dB.

The maximum input at each port is 0 dBm.
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5. The source is phase locked to an internal 10 MHz crystal reference.

6. Sxy refers to the signal that is sourced at y and measured at x.

7. Make sure the cable adapters used are rated up to the frequency range used for the

measurement (K-connector needed for 40 GHz operation).

8. If using K-connectors, make sure to use the stronger torque wrench (8 in-lbs, red

handle).

9. Avoid spinning the standard 40 GHz cables attached to each port.

10. Make sure you are grounded whenever working with the VNA.

Calibrating VNA

1. Press Begin Cal.

2. Select ”NEXT CAL STEP.”

3. Select ”FULL 12-TERM”.

4. Select ”EXCLUDE ISOLATION”.

5. Select ”NORMAL”.

6. Set frequency range (the larger the frequency range, the larger the frequency step size).

Set number of data points to 1601 (max value). Select ”NEXT CAL STEP”.

7. Make sure ”PORT 1 CONN” and ”PORT 2 CONN” is set to ”K-CONN (M)”, ”LOAD

TYPE” set to ”BROADBAND”, and ”REFLECTION PAIRING” set to ”MIXED”.

Select ”TEST SIGNALS” and alter the source level (”POWER CONTROL”) and the

attenuaton at each port (”PORT 1 ATTN” and ”PORT 2 ATTN) such that the signal

at each end will be below 0 dBm (protect the input) but above -50 dBm (large enough

signal to noise ratio for accurate measurements). Select ”START CAL”.
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8. Follow instructions prompted while using Enter to advance. Broadband → 50 Ohm

terminator

9. Press Enter when done and then Hold to stop the measurements in order to prolong

the lifetime of the instrument.

Loading Calibration File

1. Press Save/Recall Menu

2. Select ”RECALL”.

3. Select ”FRONT PANEL SETUP AND CAL DATA ON HARD DISK”.

4. Wait for the hard drive to spin up and select ”STANDARD CAL” or the wanted

calibration file.

3.6.4 Self-oscillatory signal detection

This section describes how to perform measurements of self-oscillatory magnetization dynam-

ics seen in spin torque oscillators (STO) while section 2.5.5 provides a detailed description of

what a STO is. What is important for the measurement of STO is that a magnetoresistance

is present in the sample where the electrical current is flowing such that microwave voltage

can be generated when the magnetization oscillates. The general formula for the voltage

produced is

V (t) = Vdc + Vac(t) = IdcRo + Idc∆RMRf(θ(t)) (3.1)

where Idc is the dc current supplied to the device, Ro is the base resistance of the device,

∆RMR is the maximum resistance change from the magnetoresistance, theta is the angle
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Figure 3.20: Schematic of STO measurement. The circuit design to measure magnetic
oscillations in a device. The amplifier used should be chosen based on the signal frequency
and the needed gain such that the signal is above the noise floor.

of the magnetization, and f(θ(t)) is the function form of the magnetoresistance. The first

term is the standard time invariant voltage while the second term is the microwave voltage

of interest. Due to the sensitivity of microwave equipment to dc voltage, the dc component

of the voltage must be removed, therefore a bias tee is utilized.

An example circuit is shown in Fig. 3.20, where a current source supplies the

dc current to the device through the dc only port of the bias tee (inductive part) while

the sample is connected to the ac + dc port (bare wire part). Additionally, the dc voltage

should be measured such that the resistance of the device at each current is known which

can then be used to determine the sample temperature. The ac voltage then passes through

the ac port of the bias tee (capacitor part) and to a microwave amplifier and then onto the

spectrum analyzer. Since the spectrum analyzer has 50 Ω impedance, the voltage delievered
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the spectrum analyzer ignoring the gain from the amplifer is

VSA = Idc∆RMRf(θ(t))
50

50 +Ro

(3.2)

due to the device having finite resistance. This means, the power delievered to the spectrum

analyzer in Watts taking into account the gain of the circuit is

PSA = (Idc∆RMRf(θ(t)))2
50

(50 +Ro)2
∗ 10Gain/10 (3.3)

where Gain is the net gain in the circuit in dB, amplifier gain subtracted by the attenuation

in the circuit. The amplifer used for the measurement is determined by the frequency

range of the oscillations and the needed gain to push the power above the noise floor of

the spectrum analyzer but not past the 1 dB compression point of the amplifier, the point

when the output power becomes nonlinear and such unreliable, nor the maximum input of

the spectrum analyzer. Additionally, the amplifier with the lowest noise figure, the amount

the noise is amplified in addition to the signal gain, should be used that meets the previous

conditions such that the signal to noise ratio is maximized.

3.6.5 Spin torque ferromagnetic resonance measurement

This section describes how to perform spin torque ferromagnetic resonace (ST-FMR) mea-

surements in order to measure the spin wave eigenmodes of a nanostructure while Sec 2.5.4

provides a detailed description of what ST-FMR is. The circuit diagram for this measure-

ment is shown in Fig. 3.21. A microwave generator is used to source the microwave current

to the device from the ac port of the bias tee to ac + dc port. This microwave current

excite magnetization oscillations at the frequency of the microwave drive which will generate

a dc voltage. The magnitude of this voltage is proportional to the microwave current in the

device and the differential resistance caused by the magnetoresistance in the sample and the
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Figure 3.21: Schematic of STFMR measurement. The circuit design to measure the
spin wave eigenmodes of a device.

magnetic oscillation amplitude. This voltage is then detected by a voltmeter through the dc

port of the bias tee.

Additionally, a dc current can be applied to the device through the dc port of the

bias tee in order to increase the signal, arises from the equilibrium magnetization change

when the spin waves are excited, and to study the effects of spin torque on the spin waves

excited. A consequence of adding a current source to the measurement is the reduction

of the impedance of the measurement line. An ideal current source has infinite impedance

however, this is not the case for the equipment in the lab. Therefore, a 1 kΩ resistor can be

used in series with the current source in order to increase the impedance of the line which

will increase the voltage measured by the voltmeter.

This type of measurement can be done in 3 different ways. The first and easiest

way is to use a nanovoltmeter to measure the voltage which does not use any modulation

techniques. This can only be used when the signal to noise ratio is large therefore it is not

often used. The second way is to use amplitude modulation where the microwave current

amplitude is controlled by a kilohertz clock whose frequency is a prime number. The voltage
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is then measured by a lock-in whose reference signal is sourced by the microwave generator

modulation clock. This will then result in only measuring the voltage that has the same

periodicity as the reference thus lowering the noise of the measurement. The last way is to

use field modulation where, instead of the current amplitude being controlled by a kilohertz

clock, the magnet field is instead modified by an addition of a sine wave. This is done by

using the internal oscillator of the lock-in and sending it to an audio amplifer such that

3-4 A of current is sourced through a copper wire near the device which generates the low

frequency magnetic field. This will modify the spin wave spectrum which will cause the

voltage to oscillate due to the oscillating resonance condtion which can then be measured by

the lock-in. This will then result in measuring the field derivative of the signal, rather than

the signal itself. The magnitude of the voltage depends not only on the usual parameters,

but also on the sensitivity of the spin wave dispersion relation on the magnetic field where

the larger the change in frequency per gauss, the larger the voltage.
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Chapter 4

Nanowire spin torque oscillator driven

by spin orbit torques

When spin torque from a spin current is applied to a nanoscale region of a ferromagnet, it

can act as negative magnetic damping resulting in the excitation of self-oscillations of the

magnetization resulting in a 0D spin torque oscillator (STO). In contrast, if the spin torque

is uniformly applied to an extended ferromagnet (2D), then the self-oscillatory state is not

excited, but rather leads to a reduction of the saturation magnetization. This chapter reports

the studies on the effect of spin torque in a nanowire which is an intermediate dimensionality

(1D)41. Coherent self-oscillations of magnetization are observed in a ferromagnetic nanowire

which serves as the active area of a STO driven by spin orbit torques. This work demonstrates

that STOs can be excited in 1D systems and can exceed sizes beyond the nanometer length

scale.
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4.1 Introduction

A current of spin angular momentum incident on a ferromagnet exerts torque on its magne-

tization and drives it out of equilibrium12,13. Owing to its non-conservative nature, this spin

torque (ST) can act as effective negative magnetic damping and thereby excite magnetiza-

tion self-oscillations38,45. Spin torque oscillators (STO) have been realized in nanoscale spin

valves8,38,46,47, point contacts to magnetic multilayers48–50 and nanoscale magnetic tunnel

junctions51–55. Recently, a new type of STO based on current-induced spin orbit torques in

a Permalloy(Py)/platinum(Pt) bilayer was demonstrated40,56,57. Spin orbit torques58–60 in

this system can arise from the spin Hall effect in Pt16,17,22,61–64 and the Rashba effect at the

Pt/Py interface65–68.

In all STOs studied previously, the active region where the negative ST damp-

ing exceeds the positive Gilbert damping of the ferromagnet was restricted to nanoscale

dimensions. A recent study39 of spatially uniform ST applied to an extended ferromagnetic

film revealed that coherent self-oscillations of magnetization cannot be excited in this two-

dimensional (2D) magnetic system. Instead, spin torque was shown to significantly reduce

the saturation magnetization of the film39. The absence of ST-driven self-oscillations in a 2D

ferromagnet was attributed to amplitude-dependent damping arising from nonlinear magnon

scattering that prevents any of the multiple interacting spin wave modes of the system from

reaching the state of large amplitude self-oscillations. As a result, the energy and angular

momentum pumped by ST into the film is redistributed among a large number of spin wave

modes leading to reduction of the saturation magnetization of the film. This study raises

an important question on the role of the magnetic system dimensionality in ST-induced

magnetization dynamics.

In this chapter, it is demonstrated that spatially uniform ST can excite self-

oscillations of magnetization in a one-dimensional (1D) magnetic system – a ferromagnetic
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Figure 4.1: Sample structure. (a) Schematic of a Pt/Py nanowire STO device. (b)
Scanning electron micrograph of the Pt/Py nanowire STO. The inset shows resistance versus
in-plane magnetic field applied perpendicular to the nanowire measured at Tb = 4.2 K and
a bias current of 0.5 mA.

nanowire. Studies of ST-driven dynamics in a Pt/Py bilayer nanowire are covered, in which

SO torques excite self-oscillations of magnetization over a 1.8 µm long active region. This

nanowire STO exhibits two types of self-oscillatory modes that directly arise from the edge

and bulk spin wave eigenmodes of the Py nanowire. This chapter suggests that geometric

confinement of the spin wave spectrum in the 1D nanowire geometry limits the phase space

for nonlinear magnon scattering compared to the 2D film geometry and thereby enables

STOs with a spatially extended active region.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Sample description

The nanowire STO devices studied in this work are patterned from Pt(5 nm)/Py≡Ni80Fe20(5

nm)/AlOx(4 nm)/(GaAs substrate) multilayers deposited by magnetron sputtering. Multi-

layer nanowires that are 6 µm long and 190 nm wide are defined via e-beam lithography and

Ar plasma etching. Two Au(35 nm)/Cr(7 nm) leads are attached to each nanowire with a

1.8 µm gap between the leads, which defines the active region of the device as shown in Fig.
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Figure 4.2: Microwave emission spectra. Power spectral density (PSD) of the microwave
signal emitted by the nanowire at direct current bias Idc = 2.45 mA, bath temperature Tb =
4.2 K and magnetic field H = 890 Oe applied in the plane of the sample at an angle (a)
β = 85◦ and (b) β = 80◦ with respect to the nanowire axis. (c) Dependence of the emission
spectrum on Idc for H = 890 Oe and β = 85◦. The inset in (a) shows the spatial profiles
of the edge and bulk spin wave modes across the nanowire width given by micromagnetic
simulations. The inset in (b) shows angular (β) dependence of the integrated power in
the fundamental and the second harmonic of the bulk and edge groups of spectral peaks
measured at Idc = 2.4125 mA and H = 890 Oe.

4.1. The resistance of the device measured at bath temperature Tb = 4.2 K versus magnetic

field applied in the sample plane perpendicular to the nanowire is shown in the inset of Fig.

4.1. This plot reveals that the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) of the Pt/Py bilayer is

1 %.

4.2.2 Electrical measurements

To study self-oscillatory magnetic dynamics excited by SO torques, a saturating magnetic

field (H > 0.5 kOe) is applied in the plane of the sample in a direction nearly perpendicular

to the nanowire axis. In this configuration, SO torques applied to the Py magnetization

act as effective magnetic damping62. Direct current bias Idc is applied to the nanowire and

the microwave signal emitted by the device is measured using a spectrum analyzer38. The

microwave signal Vac ∼ IdcδRac is generated by the AMR resistance oscillations δRac arising

from the magnetization self-oscillations57. Microwave signal emission, shown in Fig. 4.2,

is only observed above a critical current Ic with the current polarity corresponding to SO
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torques acting as negative damping62. The microwave emission is measured for five nominally

identical devices and similar results for all these samples is found.

For all samples, the microwave emission spectra for Idc > Ic exhibit two groups

of closely spaced peaks with a frequency gap between the groups of ∼1 GHz. Each group

consists of 1 to 4 distinct emission peaks separated from each other by tens of MHz. The

high and low frequency groups of peaks appear at similar critical currents. Both groups of

peaks are observed in the entire range of magnetic fields (H = 0.5 – 1.5 kOe) employed

in this study. For the high frequency group of peaks, microwave emission is observed not

only at the fundamental frequency shown in Fig. 4.2, but also at the second harmonic. As

illustrated in the inset of Fig. 4.2(b), the emitted power at the fundamental frequency is zero

for magnetic field applied at an angle β = 90◦ with respect to the nanowire axis and increases

with decreasing β. In contrast, the emitted power in the second harmonic has a maximum at

β = 90◦ and decreases with decreasing β. Such angular dependence of the emitted power in

the fundamental and second harmonic is expected for a microwave signal arising from AMR.

For the low frequency group of peaks, no emission is seen at the second harmonic, which can

be explained by the smaller amplitude of magnetization precession reached by these modes

and an equilibrium magnetization direction within the mode excitation area being closer to

the nanowire axis. Fig. 4.2(c) illustrates the dependence of the emission spectra on Idc for

H = 890 Oe and β = 85◦.

In order to determine the origin of the microwave emission signals, measurements

of the spectrum of spin wave eigenmodes of the nanowire using spin torque ferromagnetic

resonance (ST-FMR) is performed36,37,69. In this technique, a microwave current Iac applied

to the nanowire excites magnetization dynamics in Py by the combined action of current-

induced SO torques and the Oersted field from the current in Pt, and thereby generates AMR

resistance oscillations at the frequency of the microwave drive69. Mixing of the current and

resistance oscillations as well as variation of the time-averaged sample resistance in response
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Figure 4.3: Spin wave modes of the STO. (a) ST-FMR spectrum of the nanowire
device measured at the microwave drive frequency of 6 GHz, β = 85◦ and Idc = 2.0 mA < Ic.
(b) Frequency versus magnetic field applied at β = 85◦: (squares) spin wave eigenmodes
measured by ST-FMR, (crosses) self-oscillatory modes at Ic and (lines) bulk and edge spin
wave eigenmodes given by micromagnetic simulations for an ideal nanowire. (c) Bias current
dependence of the integrated emitted power in individual peaks of the bulk group of self-
oscillatory modes (open symbols) as well as the sum of integrated powers of all bulk modes
Pb (crosses).

to the microwave drive70,71 give rise to a direct voltage Vdc that is measured as a function

of magnetic field H applied to the sample. Peaks in Vdc(H) arise from resonant excitation

of spin wave eigenmodes of the nanowire. An ST-FMR spectrum of spin wave eigenmodes

measured at β = 85◦, drive frequency of 6 GHz and Idc = 2.0 mA < Ic is shown in Fig.

4.3(a).

Similar to the microwave emission spectra, two groups of modes in the ST-FMR

spectra are observed. In Fig. 4.3(b), the field dependence of the eigenmode frequencies

measured by ST-FMR at Idc < Ic to the frequencies of self-oscillatory modes measured at Ic

is compared. This figure demonstrates that the frequencies of all self-oscillatory modes at Ic

coincide with the frequencies of spin wave eigenmodes of the system measured by ST-FMR.

Therefore, all self-oscillatory modes of the system arise directly from spin wave eigenmodes

of the nanowire. This type of eigenmode self-oscillation is qualitatively different from the

spin wave bullet mode excited by SO torques in a planar point contact to an extended

ferromagnetic film40. The bullet mode is a nonlinear type of oscillation, self-localized to a
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region with dimensions below 100 nm and with frequency below the spectrum of spin wave

eigenmodes of the film72.

It is well known that spin wave eigenmodes of a transversely magnetized thin-film

ferromagnetic nanowire can be classified as bulk and edge eigenmodes73–75. These eigen-

modes have spatially inhomogeneous profiles along the wire width with reduced (enhanced)

amplitude near the wire edges for the bulk (edge) eigenmodes. The frequencies of the edge

spin wave modes lie below those of the bulk modes due to reduced internal magnetic field near

the wire edges73. The frequencies of all eigenmodes are sensitive to the values of magnetic

parameters of the Py film, which are different from their bulk values due to the influence

of proximate nonmagnetic layers. In addition, the frequencies of the edge modes depend on

the edge roughness and spatial variation of the film magnetic properties (magnetic dilution)

at the nanowire edges induced by etching75.

The future section 4.2.4 describes how micromagnetic34 fitting of three sets of ex-

perimental data: (i) wire resistance versus in-plane magnetic field, (ii) wire resistance versus

out-of-plane magnetic field and (iii) quasi-uniform spin wave mode frequency versus mag-

netic field applied parallel to the wire axis can be used to determine the values of saturation

magnetization Ms= 608 emu/cm3, surface magnetic anisotropy Ks = 0.237 erg/cm2 and edge

dilution depth D = 10 nm, where D is defined as the distance from the wire edge over which

magnetization linearly increases from zero to the full film value75. These values of Ms, Ks and

D are consistent with previous studies of thin Py nanomagnets76–78. Using these values of

the nanowire magnetic parameters and assuming translational invariance along the nanowire

axis, micromagnetic simulations are performed to find the spectrum of spin wave eigenmodes

for magnetic field applied in the sample plane at β = 85◦ discussed in section 4.2.4. This

shows that the two lowest frequency spin wave modes are the edge and bulk modes, whose

spatial profiles (defined as normalized out-of-plane amplitude of dynamic magnetization mz)
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across the wire width are shown in the inset of Fig. 4.2(a). The frequencies of these two

modes versus in-plane magnetic field are shown in Fig. 4.3(b).

It is clear from Fig. 4.3(b) that the frequencies of the calculated edge (bulk)

modes are similar to the low (high) frequency groups of eigenmodes measured by ST-FMR

and observed in STO measurements. This shows that the high (low) frequency groups

of experimentally observed eigenmodes are closely related to the bulk (edge) eigenmodes

of an ideal nanowire with translational invariance along the nanowire axis. Quantization

along the wire results in splitting of the ideal nanowire eigenmode peaks, consistent with

the experimentally observed fine frequency splitting within the high- and low-frequency

groups of eigenmodes. The validity of this interpretation of the origin of the fine mode

splitting, as opposed to e.g. symmetry breaking due to structural disorder of the wire edges,

is demonstrated by the spatially resolved BLS data shown in Fig. 4.5(b) in section 4.2.3. Fig.

4.3(c) shows the dependence of the integrated microwave power emitted by the STO device

on direct bias current Idc for the three spectral peaks comprising the bulk group. The sum of

the integrated powers in the three peaks versus Idc is shown as well. Although the power in

each individual peak exhibits irregularities as a function of Idc, the sum of integrated powers

of the entire group of bulk peaks is a smooth function of Idc. This further suggests that the

finely spaced peaks within the group arise from the splitting of a single peak by longitudinal

quantization. The same trend is found for the edge group of peaks.

The precession cone angle θb achieved by the bulk mode in the self-oscillatory

regime is estimated by assuming that the oscillation profile is approximately uniform along

the wire length and define θb as the maximum angle of deviation of the magnetization from its

equilibrium direction. θb is calculated by equating the experimentally measured integrated

power in the bulk group of peaks Pb to the integrated power generated by the bulk mode of

amplitude θb in an ideal nanowire as shown in section 4.2.5. This analysis shows that the

maximum precession cone angle θb ≈ 19◦ is achieved at Idc =2.425 mA. Although this value
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Figure 4.4: Temperature dependence of the emission spectra. Bias current depen-
dence of the integrated microwave power emitted by the bulk (a) and edge (b) spin wave
modes measured at β = 85◦, H = 890 Oe and several values of the bath temperature Tb.
(c) Spin wave dispersion relation for BVSW and SSW modes of a 5 nm thick Py film at
H = 890 Oe79. Arrows indicate energy- and momentum-conserving four-magnon scattering
of two uniform mode magnons into two BVSW magnons with wave vectors k4 and −k4.

of θb is only an approximate estimate, it clearly shows that large precession cone angles are

achieved in the auto-oscillatory regime. The maximum precession cone angle of the edge

mode is estimated to be θe ≈ 14◦. The large values of the integrated power emitted by

the nanowire exclude the possibility that the observed microwave emission originates from

magnetization oscillations localized within a small fraction of the nanowire’s active region.

This further corroborates the conclusion that SO torques excite spin wave eigenmodes of the

system that occupy the entire length of the nanowire STO active region.

Measurements of the microwave signal emission as a function of temperature are

also performed. Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b show the the dependence of the total integrated power

in the bulk and edge groups of peaks measured at several values of the bath temperature

Tb. The integrated power decreases with increasing Tb and vanishes at Tb ≈ 250 K. The

actual temperature of the nanowire is significantly higher than Tb due to Ohmic heating.

The nanowire temperature can be estimated from measurements of the nanowire resistance

as functions of Tb and Idc
57 which is discussed in section 4.2.6. For Tb = 4.2 K, the actual

nanowire temperature at Ic is approximately 150 K.
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4.2.3 BLS measurements

In order to better understand the nature of the self-oscillatory dynamics induced by SO

torques in the Pt/Py nanowire system and to directly confirm that the self-oscillatory modes

occupy the entire active region of the nanowire, micro-focus Brillouin light scattering (BLS)

measurements80 of the current-driven magnetization dynamics in this system are performed.

Since a 5 nm thick layer of Pt is not sufficiently transparent for BLS studies, a separate

batch of samples was made for BLS measurements with the reverse order of deposition of

the AlOx, Py and Pt layers. These AlOx(2 nm)Py(5 nm)/Pt(5-7 nm)/(sapphire substrate)

nanowire samples are prepared by e-beam lithography and liftoff technique as described in

section 4.4.1. The microwave signal emission from these samples is similar to that of the

previous samples, with two notable differences: (i) the amplitude of self-oscillations of the

edge mode is significantly higher than that of the bulk mode and (ii) the microwave emission

from the edge mode persist up to room temperature. These differences are likely to originate

from the different sample fabrication procedures: the lift-off fabrication process creates less

nanowire edge damage than the Ar plasma etching process.

The main results of the BLS measurements are presented in Fig. 4.5. Fig. 4.5(a)

shows a representative BLS spectrum measured by placing the probing laser spot at the

center of the nanowire. In agreement with the results of electronic measurements of samples

with Pt on top, the BLS spectrum exhibits a series of auto-oscillation peaks with the typical

frequency separation of several hundred megahertz, which belong to the group of edge modes.

By using the high spatial resolution of the BLS measurements, individual auto-oscillation

peaks within the group are identified. For this the BLS detection frequency is fixed at

the frequency of one of the peaks and spatial profiles of the dynamic magnetization are

recorded by moving the probing laser spot along the nanowire axis with the spatial step

size of 50 nm. As seen in Fig. 4.5(b), the spatial profiles corresponding to the two peaks

are fundamentally different. While the profile for the first edge mode exhibits a slightly
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Figure 4.5: BLS characterization of the auto-oscillating modes. (a) BLS spectrum
acquired by placing the probing laser spot at the center of the nanowire. BLS intensity
is proportional to the intensity of the dynamic magnetization. (b) Spatial profiles of the
intensity of the dynamic magnetization in the section parallel to the nanowire axis. The
data were obtained at H=550 Oe and the bias current of 2.4 mA.
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distorted bell-like shape, the profile for the second peak possesses three maxima. Based on

the obtained data it is concluded that the individual auto-oscillation peaks within the groups

correspond to the standing-wave modes quantized in the direction parallel to the nanowire

axis81. The first peak corresponds to the combination of the fundamental mode having no

nodes and the antisymmetric mode possessing one nodal line at the center. These two modes

are indistinguishable in the spectrum, likely due to their small frequency separation. The

second peak apparently corresponds to the mode possessing two nodal lines at the positions

of the minima of the measured profile. It is important to note that since the BLS technique

is sensitive to the intensity of the dynamic magnetization, the measured profile does not

show a change of the sign across the positions of the nodal lines.

4.2.4 Material parameters of the Permalloy nanowire

Magnetic properties of the Py film in the Pt(5 nm)/Py(5 nm)/AlOx(4 nm)/(GaAs substrate)

nanowire samples are expected to differ from those of bulk Py. Previous studies of thin Py

films interfaced with non-magnetic metallic layers and alumina have shown reduction of

the saturation magnetization Ms
76 and presence of perpendicular surface anisotropy Ks

77,82.

In addition, patterning of the film into nanowires by Ar plasma etching creates material

intermixing at the nanowire edges and results in magnetic edge dilution75,78. Therefore, in

order to be able to predict the spectrum of spin wave eigenmodes of the nanowire, relevant

magnetic parameters of the Py layer need to be extracted from experiment. This section

expains how micromagnetic34 fitting of three sets of experimental data: (i) wire resistance

versus in-plane magnetic field, (ii) wire resistance versus out-of-plane magnetic field and

(iii) quasi-uniform spin wave mode frequency versus magnetic field applied parallel to the

wire axis is used to determine approximate values of saturation magnetization Ms, surface

magnetic anisotropy Ks and the edge dilution depth D.
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The value of the exchange stiffness of bulk Py A ≈ 10−6 erg/cm is known only

approximately83,84 due to the lack of reliable direct methods for measuring this quantity. It is

also known that the value of A is usually reduced in thin films and nanomagnets compared to

its bulk value85. In order to estimate the value of A for the Py layer in the nanowire device,

the scaling relation A ∼ M2
s and the value of saturation magnetization Ms = 608 emu/cm3

extracted from the micromagnetic fit described below is used. This scaling predicts the

exchange stiffness to be approximately half of the bulk value, and thus A = 5× 10−7 erg/cm

is adopted throughout all micromagnetic simulations in this chapter. Also, a thin-film value

of the spectroscopic g-factor (g = 2.03) measured for a 5 nm thick Py film is employed86. For

quantification of the magnetic edge dilution, the model developed in Ref. [75] is adopted, in

which the saturation magnetization varies linearly from zero at the wire edge to the full film

value Ms over the edge dilution depth D.

The micromagnetic fitting procedure begins by fitting the data of the normalized

wire magnetoresistance R̂ as a function of magnetic field Hip applied in the plane of the

sample perpendicular to the wire axis (Fig. 4.6 (a)). This is a convenient starting point

because R̂(Hip) is independent of Ks, which directly establishes a relation between Ms and

D through micromagnetic fitting to the R̂(Hip) data in Fig. 4.6 (a). The 190 nm wide, 5

nm thick Py nanowire is divided into 2 nm × 1 nm × 5 nm micromagnetic cells and the

equilibrium configuration of magnetization for a given value of Hip is found. Then the wire

resistance R is calculated by dividing the wire onto N = 190 Py(5 nm)/Pt (5 nm) bilayer

strips (each strip is 1 nm wide) along its length and use the equation for resistors connected

in parallel to calculate the wire resistance R =
(∑N

i=1R
−1
i

)−1
. The resistance of each strip

Ri (i = 1..N) is calculated according to the AMR formula: Ri = R̃0 + ∆R̃i cos2(θi), where

R̃0 = NR0 is the resistance of the Py(5 nm)/Pt (5 nm) bilayer strip magnetized perpendicular

to the strip axis, ∆R̃i is the full AMR of the i-th strip, R0 is the resistance of the nanowire

magnetized perpendicular to the nanowire axis ∆R =

(∑N
i=1

(
NR0 + ∆R̃i

)−1)−1
− R0 is

the full AMR of the nanowire and θi is the angle between magnetization in the i-th strip and
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Figure 4.6: Saturation magnetization and edge dilution depth. (a) Normalized
magnetoresistance of a 190-nm wide Pt(5 nm)/Py(5 nm) nanowire measured as a function
of magnetic field applied in the plane of the sample perpendicular to the nanowire axis
(circles). The solid line shows a micromagnetic fit to the data for the edge dilution depth
D = 10 nm, which gives the value of Ms = 608 emu/cm3. (b) Circles show the dependence
of Ms on D given by the micromagnetic fit to the data in (a). The line is a fourth order
polynomial fit to the data.

the nanowire axis. This equation for calculating the wire resistance is a good approximation

because ∆R� R0 and the resistivities of Py and Pt are similar to each other. The simplifying

assumption that ∆R̃i in the i-th strip is proportional to the value of Ms in this strip26 is

made so that AMR is reduced at the nanowire edges due to the magnetic dilution.

Several values of the edge dilution depth D is chosen between 0 and 70 nm, and

for each value of D a set of micromagnetic simulations is performed to determine the value

of Ms that gives the best fit to the R̂(Hip) data. The resulting dependence of Ms on D is

shown by circles in Fig. 4.6 (b). A fourth order polynomial fit to the data is performed and

shown in Fig. 4.6 (b) which thereby establishes the functional dependence Ms(D) that is

used throughout the rest of the micromagnetic simulations.
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Figure 4.7: Magnetic anisotropy and edge dilution depth. (a) Normalized magne-
toresistance of a 190-nm wide Pt(5 nm)/Py(5 nm) nanowire measured as a function of the
magnetic field applied normal to the sample plane (circles). The line shows the micromag-
netic fit to the data for the edge dilution depth D = 10 nm, which gives the value of Ks =
0.237 erg/cm2. (b) Circles show the dependence of Ks on D given by the micromagnetic
fitting to the data in (a). The line is a fourth order polynomial fit to the data.

The fit of the normalized nanowire magnetoresistance data measured as a function

of magnetic field Hop applied perpendicular to the sample plane is shown in Fig. 4.7(a). A

set of micromagnetic simulations is performed for several values of the edge dilution depth

D between 0 and 70 nm, and for each value of D, the value of Ks is found that gave the

best micromagnetic fit to the R̂(Hop) data in Fig. 4.7(a). In these simulations, the function

Ms(D) established in the R̂(Hip) fitting is used. The resulting dependence of Ks on D is

shown by circles in Fig. 4.7(b). Fitting a fourth order polynomial to the data in Fig. 4.7(b)

gives the functional relation Ks(D) that is used throughout the rest of the micromagnetic

simulations.
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Figure 4.8: Frequency verses field along easy axis. Frequency fq of the quasi-uniform
spin wave mode of the nanowire as a function of magnetic field H|| applied parallel to the
nanowire axis. Crosses show the experimental data measured by ST-FMR, the line is the
micromagnetic calculation result for the edge dilution depth D = 10 nm.

In order to determine the value of D that best describes the properties of the

nanowire device, measurements of the quasi-uniform spin wave mode frequency fq as a func-

tion of magnetic field H|| applied parallel to the nanowire axis is used. These measurements

are made by the spin torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) technique36,37 described in

section 4.2.2. The measured dependence of fq on H|| is shown by crosses in Fig. 4.8. To

find the theoretical dependence fq(H||), micromagnetic simulations is employed to calculate

the spectrum of spin wave eigenmodes of the nanowire. For these simulations, a pulse of SO

torque and a pulse of Oersted field is simultaneously applied to the nanowire magnetization.

Both pulses are generated by a spatially uniform sinc-shaped current pulse applied to the

nanowire87:

I(t) = I0
sin(2πfct)

2πfct
(4.1)

Such a current pulse excites all spin wave eigenmodes of the system that have amplitude

profiles symmetric with respect to the nanowire center and have frequencies below the cutoff
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frequency fc = 20 GHz. The current pulse amplitude is chosen to be small enough that

the magnetization dynamics remains in the linear regime. The magnetization of each mi-

cromagnetic cell is recorded as a function of time and then Fourier transformed. Peaks in

the Fourier transform amplitude of the dynamic magnetization correspond to frequencies of

spin wave eigenmodes of the nanowire. For a magnetic field H|| applied along the length of

the nanowire, the simulations show that the lowest frequency mode is the quasi-uniform spin

wave mode without nodes along the wire width. The simulations show that the frequency of

this mode depends on the edge dilution depth D and therefore can be used with the exper-

imental data in Fig. 4.8 to determine the value of D appropriate for the nanowire device.

Using the functions Ms(D) and Ks(D) established by the magnetoresistance data fitting, a

single parameter (D) fit of the data in Fig. 4.8 is performed and the best agreement with

the data for D = 10 nm is found. The solid line in Fig. 4.8 shows the best fit to the data

for D = 10 nm.

The micromagnetic fitting described above gives the set of magnetic parameters

accurately describing the magnetic properties of the nanowire device: D = 10 nm, Ms(10 nm)

= 608 emu/cm3 and Ks(10 nm) = 0.237 erg/cm2. Using these parameters, micromagnetic

simulations are performed to determine the spectrum of the nanowire spin wave eigenmodes

for magnetic field applied in the plane of the sample at the angle β = 85◦ with respect

to the nanowire axis. As in the easy-axis field case described above, a pulse of SO torque

and Oersted field generated by a spatially uniform sinc-shaped current pulse is applied and

the spin wave eigenmode frequencies is determined from the positions of spectral peaks in

the Fourier transform of the time-dependent dynamic magnetization. The lowest frequency

mode is found to be the edge eigenmode, whose amplitude is maximum at the wire edge.

Its spatial profile across the wire width is shown in the inset of Fig. 4.2. The next lowest

frequency mode has bulk character and exhibits maximum amplitude in the center of the

wire as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.2. Solid lines in Fig. 4.3 show the calculated dependence

of frequencies of these two modes on the applied magnetic field.
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4.2.5 Precession Cone Angle Estimate

In this section, the precession cone angle θb achieved by the bulk mode in the self-oscillatory

regime is estimated based on comparison of the measured integrated power Pb in the bulk

group of microwave emission peaks to the integrated power predicted to arise from self-

oscillations of the bulk mode with the amplitude θb in an ideal nanowire. The bulk mode

profile across the nanowire width for an ideal nanowire is calculated micromagnetically as

described in the previous section and is shown in the inset of Fig. 4.2(a).

The measured integrated power at the fundamental frequency emitted by the bulk

group of modes Pb (corrected for frequency-dependent attenuation and amplification in the

measurement circuit) is plotted as a function of direct bias current Idc inFig. 4.3(c). This

power is directly related to the amplitude of the nanowire resistance oscillations δRac1 at the

fundamental frequency of magnetization self-oscillations. The microwave voltage generated

by the nanowire STO device at the fundamental frequency of the bulk mode IdcδRac1 is

detected by a 50 Ohm microwave spectrum analyzer as microwave power Pb
38:

Pb =
1

2R50

(
IdcδRac1

R50

R +R50

)2

(4.2)

where R50 ≡ 50 Ohm is the spectrum analyzer impedance and R is the nanowire resistance.

From this equation, the amplitude of resistance oscillations at the fundamental frequency as

a function of the emitted power is expressed as:

δRac1 =
R +R50

Idc
√
R50

√
2Pb (4.3)

On the other hand, δRac for a given value of θb can be calculated from the micromagnetic

bulk mode profile shown in the inset of Fig. 4.2(a). For this calculation, the wire is divided

into N = 190 strips along its length and an approximate time dependence of the in-plane
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Figure 4.9: Differential resistance verses cone angle. Dependence of the amplitude of
resistance oscillations at the fundamental frequency δRac1 and the second harmonic δRac2 of
the bulk mode on the precession cone angle θb. The solid lines are theoretical curves based on
micromagnetic simulations of the bulk mode profile. The horizontal dashed and dotted lines
mark the amplitude of resistance oscillations at the fundamental frequency and the second
harmonic determined from the measured values (at Idc = 2.4125 mA) of the integrated power
in the fundamental (Pb = 9.0 pW) and second harmonic (Pb2 = 15.5 pW) of the bulk group
of peaks.

angle θi(t) of magnetization is calculated with respect to the nanowire axis in the i-th strip

according to the following equation:

θi(t) = θi0 + aiθb sin(ωt+ ϕi) (4.4)

In this expression, θi0 is the equilibrium direction of magnetization in the i-th strip, ai is the

normalized bulk mode profile shown in the inset of Fig. 4.2(a) (ai = 1 in the wire center), ω

is the bulk mode angular eigenfrequency, ϕi is the phase of the bulk mode in the i-th strip

and θb is the precession cone angle of the bulk mode (defined as the precession cone angle

in the center of the nanowire).
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Next, the AMR formula is employed to calculate the time dependence of resistance

Ri(t) of the i-th strip:

Ri(t, θb) = R̃0 + ∆R̃i cos2(θi(t)) (4.5)

Finally, the time dependent resistance of the nanowire is calculated as:

R(t, θb) =

(
N∑
i=1

1

Ri(t, θb)

)−1
(4.6)

This expression is then expanded into a Fourier series to find the amplitudes of resistance

oscillations at the fundamental frequency δRac1 and the second harmonic δRac2. Fig. 4.9

shows the calculated δRac1 and δRac2 as functions of the precession cone angle θb. The

horizontal dashed line in this figure marks the the value of δRac1 determined via Eq. 4.3

from the experimentally measured integrated power Pb = 9.0 pW at Idc = 2.4125 mA and

H = 890 Oe applied at angle β = 85◦ with respect to the nanowire axis. The intersection of

this line with the theoretical curve δRac1(θb) gives an estimate of the precession cone angle

θb ≈ 18.4◦ at these current and field values. The horizontal dotted line in this figure is δRac2

evaluated via Eq. 4.3 from the measured integrated power in the second harmonic Pb2 =

15.5 pW for the same current and field bias values. The intersection of this line with the

theoretically calculated δRac2(θb) gives an independent estimate of the precession cone angle

θb = 24.3◦. The few degree difference between these two estimates of θb most probably arises

from simplifications of the theoretical model assuming perfect nanowire with translational

invariance along the wire axis. Nevertheless, these two independent estimates show that

precession cone angles can reach values of tens of degrees in the regime of self-oscillations.
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Figure 4.10: Determining sample temperature. Resistance of the nanowire measured
as a function of temperature at direct bias current Idc = 0.1 mA (circles) and as a function
of Idc at the bath temperature Tb = 4.2 K (squares).

4.2.6 Sample Temperature

Direct current bias Idc can significantly increase the temperature of the nanowire due to

Ohmic heating. In order to estimate the actual temperature of the nanowire at large Idc,

measurements of the wire resistance as a function of temperature at small Idc = 0.1 mA to

measurements of the wire resistance versus Idc taken at the bath temperature Tb = 4.2 K is

compared57. This data is plotted in Fig. 4.10, which shows that resistance of the nanowire

is approximately quadratic in both Tb and Idc. This allows for an estimate of the actual

temperature of the nanowire directly from Fig. 4.10. For example, at Idc = 2.0 mA, the

actual temperature of the nanowire T ≈ 150 K.

4.2.7 Critical Current Density Estimate

In this section, the expected critical current density for excitation of self-oscillations of mag-

netization in the Pt/Py bilayer nanowire is estimated and compared to the experimentally
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measured critical current density. The critical spin current density injected from the Pt layer

into the Py layer JS (measured in units of charge current density) is given by69:

JS =
2e

~
α (Heff + 2πMeff )Mst (4.7)

where Heff ≈ 600 Oe is the in-plane effective field approximately equal to the hard-axis

applied field minus the in-plane hard-axis saturation field, Meff = Ms −Ks/(2πMst) = 484

emu/cm3, t = 5 nm is the Py layer thickness, and α = 0.023 is the Gilbert damping constant

appropriate for a 5 nm thick Py layer interfaced on one side with a Pt layer88. Eq. (4.7)

gives the expected critical spin current density JS = 7.7 × 106 A/cm2. This value should

be compared to the measured critical spin current density in the Pt/Py bilayer nanowire

system. Using the thin-film resistivity values of Pt and Py layers (ρPt =20 µΩ cm and

ρPy =45 µΩ cm69) and taking into account that the critical charge current for excitation of

magnetization self oscillations in the bilayer nanowire is approximately 2.2 mA, the critical

charge current density in the Pt layer is calculated to be JC = 1.6 × 108 A/cm2. The

corresponding transverse critical spin current density can be estimated as JS ≈ θSHJC
69,

where θSH is the spin Hall angle in Pt. Assuming θSH = 0.05669, the estimated critical spin

current density is JS = 9.0 × 106 A/cm2, which is similar to the value expected for this

system.

It is also instructive to compare the estimated critical spin current density in the

Pt/Py bilayer system to that measured in Py(5.5 nm)/Cu(20 nm)/Py(20 nm) spin valve

nanopillars89. The critical charge current density measured in these nanopillar devices is

JC = 1.75× 107 A/cm2. Assuming spin current polarization P = 0.3, the measured critical

spin current density is JS = P · JC = 5.2× 106 A/cm2. This value is nearly one half of the

critical spin current density measured for the Pt/Py nanowire system, which is consistent

with the damping of the Py free layer in the nanopillar (α = 0.0189) being approximately

half of that in the Pt/Py system.
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4.3 Discussion

Recent experiments39 demonstrated that application of spatially uniform SO torques to an

extended ferromagnetic film does not result in excitation of magnetic self-oscillations because

the amplitudes of all spin wave modes of the film are limited by nonlinear magnon scattering

processes. Therefore, this observation of self-oscillatory dynamics excited by SO torques in

the entire 1.8 µm long active region of a ferromagnetic nanowire is surprising. Thi suggests

that the quantization of the spin wave spectrum in the nanowire geometry reduces the

number of available nonlinear magnon scattering channels and thereby enables excitation of

self-oscillatory dynamics of the low-energy spin wave eigenmodes of the nanowire.

Fig. 4.4(c) shows the spin wave dispersion relation of a 5 nm thick Py film cal-

culated for spin wave propagating parallel (backward volume spin waves, BVSW) and per-

pendicular (surface spin waves, SSW) to the in-plane magnetization vector79. Energy- and

momentum-conserving four-magnon scattering processes from the uniform (k = 0) mode into

spin wave modes with a finite wave vector k4 are allowed for the BVSW but not for the SSW

modes as schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.4(c). This nonlinear scattering channel is always

present in the 2D film geometry and it contributes to the nonlinear damping of the uniform

mode. When such a film is patterned into a nanowire aligned perpendicular to the magneti-

zation direction, the BVSW mode spectrum becomes quantized and the energy-conserving

four-magnon scattering channel becomes suppressed for a wire of width w < πk−14 . This

example illustrates how a nonlinear scattering channel present in the 2D film geometry be-

comes suppressed in the 1D nanowire geometry. A number of other higher-order nonlinear

scattering channels allowed by symmetry in the film are also suppressed in the nanowire due

to breaking of translational invariance in the direction perpendicular to the nanowire axis.

Since multiple nonlinear magnon scattering processes responsible for limiting the

amplitude of low-frequency spin wave modes are eliminated in the nanowire, ST excitation
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of large-amplitude self-oscillatory spin wave modes may become possible above the critical

current. At higher currents, SO torques increase the occupation numbers for all magnon

modes, which results in (i) enhanced scattering in the remaining nonlinear channels and the

associated decrease of the amplitude of self-oscillations seen in Fig. 4.3(c) and (ii) reduction

of the saturation magnetization and the associated decrease of the self-oscillatory mode

frequency with current seen in Fig. 4.2(c). The data in Fig. 4.4 showing decreasing self-

oscillation amplitude with increasing temperature suggest that magnon-phonon scattering

might also play a role in suppression of the self-oscillatory dynamics. Development of a

detailed theory accounting for all magnon scattering channels in the nanowire in the presence

of SO torques is required for quantitative explanation of the experimental data, and hopefully

this work will stimulate the development of such a theory.

In conclusion, this chapter demonstrated that spatially uniform spin torques can

excite self-oscillations of magnetization in a 1D ferromagnetic system – a Pt/Py bilayer

nanowire. The self-oscillatory modes induced by spin torque in this system directly arise

from the bulk and edge spin wave eigenmodes of the nanowire. The 1D nanowire geometry

offers unique advantages for studies of magnetization dynamics driven by spin torques over

the 2D extended thin film system, in which spatially uniform spin torque does not excite

magnetization self-oscillations. This result suggests that the self-oscillatory dynamics in

the nanowire geometry is enabled by geometric confinement of magnons that suppresses a

number of nonlinear magnon scattering channels. This chapter demonstrates the feasibility

of spin torque oscillators with the active region dimensions extended beyond the nanometer

length scale.
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4.4 Methods

4.4.1 Sample fabrication

All layers of the Pt(5 nm)/Py(5 nm)/AlOx(4 nm)/(GaAs substrate) samples are deposited by

magnetron sputtering at room temperature. The 6 µm long nanowires are defined via e-beam

lithography and Ar plasma etching using e-beam evaporated Cr mask. The Au(35 nm)/Cr(7

nm) leads with a 1.8 µm gap between them defining the active region of the nanowire STO

are made via e-beam lithography and e-beam evaporation of the Au/Cr bilayer followed lift-

off. The fabrication process of the AlOx(2 nm)Py(5 nm)/Pt(5-7 nm)/(sapphire substrate)

samples for the micro-BLS measurements starts with deposition of a 5 nm thick Pt layer

onto a sapphire substrate at 550 ◦C, which results in growth of a continuous Pt film as

verified by high resolution SEM and atomic force microscopy imaging. Then the nanowire is

defined on top of the Pt film via e-beam lithography, brief Ar plasma cleaning immediately

followed by in situ room temperature sputter deposition of a AlOx(3 nm)/Py(5 nm)/Pt(2

nm) trilayer, and lift-off. The Au(40 nm)/Cr(7 nm) leads are defined via e-beam lithography

and e-beam evaporation of the Au/Cr bilayer followed by lift-off. As the final fabrication

step, Ar plasma etching is used to remove the 5 nm thick bottom Pt layer everywhere but

under the Py nanowire and the Au/Cr leads.

4.4.2 BLS measurements.

Micro-focus BLS measurements were performed at room temperature by focusing light pro-

duced by a continuous-wave single-frequency laser operating at a wavelength of 532 nm into

a diffraction-limited spot. The light scattered from magnetic oscillations was analyzed by

a six-pass Fabry-Perot interferometer TFP-1 (JRS Scientific Instruments, Switzerland) to
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obtain information about the BLS intensity proportional to the square of the amplitude of

the dynamic magnetization at the location of the probing spot.
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Chapter 5

Dimensional crossover of nanowire

spin Hall oscillator

Auto-oscillations of magnetization driven by direct spin current have been experimentally

realized in quasi-zero-dimensional (0D) systems such as nanomagnets and nanocontacts. Re-

cently, it has been shown that spin current can excite coherent auto-oscillatory dynamics in

quasi-one-dimensional (1D) ferromagnetic nanowires but not in quasi-two-dimensional (2D)

ferromagnetic films. Here we study the 1D to 2D dimensional crossover of current-driven

magnetization dynamics in wire-based NiFe/Pt spin Hall oscillators via varying the wire

width. We observe that increasing the wire width results in an increase of the number of

excited modes accompanied by a decrease of the amplitude and coherence of each of the

modes. We also observe a crossover from a hard to a soft onset of the auto-oscillations

with increasing the wire width. The amplitude of auto-oscillations rapidly decreases with in-

creasing temperature suggesting that interactions of the auto-oscillatory modes with thermal

magnons plays important role in suppression of the auto-oscillations. Our measurements set

the upper limit on the dimensions of spin torque oscillators and elucidate the mechanisms

leading to suppression of coherent auto-oscillations with increasing auto-oscillator size.
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5.1 Introduction

Spin current injected into a ferromagnet applies spin torque (ST) to its magnetization that

can act as effective negative magnetic damping12,13. At a critical spin current density, the ef-

fective negative damping from spin torque overcomes the positive natural magnetic damping

of the ferromagnet, which can result in the excitation of persistent auto-oscillatory dynamics

of magnetization in the GHz frequency range38,45. Devices based on such auto-oscillatory

dynamics called spin torque oscillators (STOs) are under consideration as tunable sources

of microwave radiation38,48,90 and spin wave generators for nanomagnonic applications91–96.

Most STOs studied up to date are effectively zero-dimensional (0D) with the ac-

tive region where the self-oscillatory dynamics are excited being restricted to the nanometer

length scale in all three spatial dimensions. Examples of such oscillators include (i) nanopil-

lar spin valves8,38,46,47 and magnetic tunnel junctions51–55, (ii) point contact to magnetic

multilayers48–50 and planar point contact STOs40,57. It was recently demonstrated that ef-

fectively one-dimensional (1D) oscillators can be realized in ferromagnetic nanowires where

several low frequency spin wave eigenmodes are simultaneously driven into large-amplitude

auto-oscillations by pure spin Hall current41. In contrast to the 0D and 1D geometries, STOs

with effectively two-dimensional (2D) active region cannot be realized39. It was shown that

spatially uniform injection of spin current into a ferromagnetic film does not result in exci-

tation of large-amplitude coherent auto-oscillations. It was proposed that such suppression

of auto-oscillatory dynamics in the 2D case results from nonlinear coupling among the con-

tinuum of spin wave modes in the film geometry39. As a result of such coupling, an increase

of the amplitude of any spin wave mode leads to enhanced scattering of this mode into other

spin wave modes, which prevents any single mode from reaching large amplitude.

In this chapter, we experimentally investigate the crossover between the 1D and

2D STO geometries in order to elucidate the mechanisms responsible for suppression of co-
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herent self-oscillatory dynamics in the 2D geometry. The current-driven dynamics is studied

in STOs made from bilayers of platinum and Permalloy (Py = Ni80Fe20) where anti-damping

spin Hall current generated in Pt is injected into the Py layer. The 1D to 2D crossover

is realized via varying the wire width from the nanometer- to the micrometer-scale dimen-

sions. Quite surprisingly, we find that there is an optimal wire width that maximizes the

amplitude and coherence of the auto-oscillatory dynamics. Our measurements reveal that

the number of auto-oscillatory modes increases with increasing the wire width beyond the

optimal while their amplitude and coherence both decrease. We find that the transition

between large-amplitude coherent auto-oscillatory dynamics in the 1D geometry and small-

amplitude incoherent dynamics in the 2D geometry is a continuous crossover. We also report

measurements of the auto-oscillatory dynamics as a function of temperature, and observe

a rapid decrease of the amplitude of auto-oscillations with increasing temperature, which

points to the important role of scattering of the auto-oscillatory modes on thermal magnons

in limiting the amplitude and coherence of the auto-oscillatory modes.

5.2 Py/Pt wire fabrication and characterization

The Py/Pt wire samples are patterned using e-beam lithography and ion milling from a (c-

plane sapphire substrate)/Pt(6 nm)/Py(5 nm)/Al2O3(2 nm) multilayer grown by magnetron

sputtering. Py/Pt wire samples of five different widths: 0.17, 0.35, 0.53, 1.07 and 2.11 µm

the and the length of 40 µm are studied. Two Ti(10 nm)/Au(40 nm) leads for application of

electric current bias to the middle section of the wire between the leads are patterned atop

the wire as shown in Fig. 5.1(a) and (b). The 1.9 µm long middle section of the Py/Pt wire

between the leads defines the active region of the nanowire, where the electric current and

the spin Hall current densities are much higher than those under the leads.
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Figure 5.1: Sample structure. (a) Schematic of an Al2O3/Py/Pt nanowire STO device:
width varies from 0.17 to 2.11 microns while active region is fixed at 1.9 microns with
external magnetic field shown as black arrow and electric current as green arrows. (b)
Scanning electron micrograph of an Al2O3/Py/Pt nanowire STO where the nanowire is the
black stripe, bright areas are the Au/Ti leads, and yellow arrow is the external magnetic
field direction. Scale bar, 1 micron. (c) Magneto-resistance verses in-plane magnetic field
applied at θ = 5o measured at the bath temperature Tbath = 4.2 K and low bias current
densities for each different width of nanowire. (d) Saturation field, defined as when the
magneto-resistance reaches 5% of its maxium value, as a function of the wire width.
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When electric current bias is applied to the wire, the current flowing in the Pt layer

generates pure spin Hall current that flows perpendicular to the sample plane and is injected

into the Py layer as schematically shown in Fig. 5.1(a). The spin polarization of this spin

current is perpendicular to the directions of both the spin current and the electrical current.

When the wire is magnetized in the plane of the sample perpendicular to the wire axis

(θ = 0◦ as illustrated in Fig. 5.1(b)), ST from the pure spin current acts as effective negative

magnetic damping that can excite auto-oscillatory dynamics of the Py magnetization.

Fig. 5.1(c) shows magneto-resistance (MR) of all five samples measured as small

bias current at bath temperature T = 4.2 K as a function of magnetic field H applied in

the sample plane nearly perpendicular to the wire direction (θ = 5◦). The observed MR

signal arises from anisotropic magneto-resistance (AMR) of Py, for which resistance R of the

sample is at maximum Rmax when magnetization is parallel to the electric current direction

and is at minimum Rmin when magnetization is perpendicular to the electric current. The

magnitude of the AMR signal ∆RAMR = Rmax−Rmin decreases with increasing width of the

wire because of the decreasing wire resistance. By fitting the resistance of the device verses

the width of the wire, the sheet resistivity of the nanowire is found to be ρwire ≈ 10 µΩ ∗ cm

while the lead resistance is 32 Ω for the 2 widest wires and 44 Ω for the 3 narrowest wires.

The difference in the lead resistance is due to the 2 different lead patterns used. The

saturation field of the Py wire Hs magnetization can be determined from the AMR data in

Fig. 5.1(c). Fig. 5.1(d) shows the dependence of Hs defined as resistance value for which

R = Rmin+0.05∆RAMR on the wire width w. The saturation field increases with decreasing

wire width due to enhanced demagnetization field in narrower wires97. All measurements of

the microwave signal generation by the Py/Pt samples described in this paper are made at

a field that exceeds Hs(w) shown in Fig. 5.1(d) by 100 Oe.
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5.3 Microwave Emission Measurements

Fig. 5.2 shows spectral properties of the microwave signals generated by the Pt/Pt wire

devices and measured with a microwave spectrum analyzer as a function of bias current

density Jdc applied to the wire at the sample bath temperature of 4.2 K and θ = 5◦. Fig.

5.2(a) shows a typical spectrum measured for the 1.07 µm wide wire device at Jdc = 2.0 ×

108 A/cm2, and H = 470 Oe. the spectra typically show multiple peaks, which demonstrates

that several spin wave modes of the devices simultaneously enter the auto-oscillatory state.

Note that quantitative analysis of the spectral linewidth and line shape of these peaks is

complicated by the presence of standing waves in the microwave circuitry, which manifest

themselves as oscillatory modulation of the spectral peak amplitude near 5.3 GHz.

Fig. 5.2(b-f) show the microwave emission of the five Py/Pt wire devices with

different wire widths as a function of Jdc. For the 0.17 µm wire (Fig. 5.2(b)), a single low-

frequency mode is observed. The frequency of this mode first increases and then decreases

with current and the spectral linewidth of this mode is large. Previous studies of the Py/Pt

nanowire STOs revealed that this low frequency mode is the edge mode (EM), which am-

plitude is maximum at the wire edge. The large spectral linewidth of this mode most likely

stems from geometric roughness of the wire edge and magnetic material inhomogeneities

caused by ion mill damage and oxidation of the edge.

For the 0.34 µm wire (Fig. 5.2(c)), the EM is present as well but it generates lower

power than that in the 0.17 µm wire. This can be explained by the smaller volume fraction

occupied by the edge mode in the 0.34 µm wire, and does not imply that the amplitude of

the EM in the wider wire is less than that in the narrower wire. In addition to the EM, two

high frequency auto-oscillatory modes are excited in the 0.34 µm wire. These high frequency

modes with narrow spectral linewidths have been previously identified as bulk spin wave

modes (BM), which amplitude is maximum near the center of the wire41. The splitting of
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Figure 5.2: Microwave emission spectra. (a) Example power spectral density (PSD) of
the microwave signal emitted by the 1.07 µm wide Al2O3/Py/Pt nanowire at bias current
density Jdc = 2.0× 108 A/cm2, bath temperature Tbath = 4.2 K and magnetic field H = 470
Oe applied at an angle of θ = 5o where multiple spin wave eigenmodes modes are excited.
The non-Lorentzian lineshape is due to standing waves in the microwave circuit. Dependence
of the emission spectrum on Jdc for (b) width = 0.17 µm and H = 750 Oe, (c) width = 0.34
µm and H = 665 Oe, (d) width = 0.53 µm and H = 565 Oe, (e) width = 1.07 µm and H =
470 Oe and (f) width = 2.11 µm and H = 470 Oe. Edge spin wave eigen modes are detected
for the 0.17 µm wire, edge and bulk-like modes for the 0.34 µm wire, and only bulk-like for
the 0.53, 1.07 and 2.11 µm wires.
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Figure 5.3: Integrated power of microwave emission. (a) Integrated power of the
emission spectra of all of the bulk modes for each width of the wire as a function of bias
current density Jdc. Maximum integrated power of the emission spectra for the (b)(blue
circles) bulk modes and (c) single bulk mode as a function of the wire width. (b)(burgundy
squares)The percentage of the maximum possible oscillatory resistance, defined as the oscil-
latory resistance calculated from the integrated power dividing by the AMR resistance, as a
function of the wire width.

the bulk modes in two arises from geometric confinement of the modes to the 1.9 µm active

region, which arises from the Oersted field due to electric current in the Pt layer and a

step-wise change in effective magnetic damping at the boundaries between the active region

and the electric leads.

For the 0.53 µm wire (Fig. 5.2(c)), the EM is no longer detected however this

doesn’t mean the EM is not excited, but could simply mean the volume ratio of the EM to

the BM has decreased enough that the signal generated has decreased below the detection

threshold. Multiple narrow bulk modes are detected again however, the lowest frequency

bulk mode contains most of the power. Further increasing to 1.07 µm, additional BM are

detected and the lowest frequency mode still still has the highest intensity. As the wire

increases to 2.11 µm, even more BM are detected and interestingly, the highest intensity

mode is no longer the lowest frequency.

The summation of the integrated power for all of the detected BM is shown in Fig.

5.3(a) as a function Jdc for each wire width except 0.17 µm. First, the onset of self-oscillations
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becomes softer with increasing width. For the 0.34 µm wire, the increase of the integrated

power from low power to its maximum occurs over 2 × 106 A/cm2 while for the 0.53, 1.07,

and 2.11 µm wires, the increases occurs over 7×106, 9×106, and 29×106 A/cm2 respectfully.

Second, after the integrated power reaches its maximum value, the power decreases gradually

for all widths except the 0.53 µm wire. The maximum integrated power each wire reaches

for all of the BM summed together and of the dominate BM is shown in Fig. 5.3(b) and (c)

respectfully. The integrated power dramatically increases as the width increases from 0.34

to 0.53 µm but then steadily declines as the width increases. Additionally, as the width of

the wire increases, the integrated power becomes more evenly shared between all detected

modes.

The percentage of the maximum possible oscillatory resistance δRmax, defined as

the oscillatory resistance calculated from the integrated power dividing by the AMR resis-

tance for each wire, as a function of the wire width is shown in Fig. 5.3(b)(burgundy squares).

The importance of this value is that it depends only on the amplitude of the magnetization

oscillations, spatial profile of the excited modes, and the angle of the magnetic field (same

for all wire widths) therefore it allows for a more direct comparison than integrated power.

The same trend is found however, δRmax is found to be of similar magnitude for the 0.34

and 1.07 µm wires even though the integrated power is ∼4 times larger for the 1.07 µm wire.

This can be explained by the fact that the BMs occupy a greater percentage of volume of the

wire as the wire width increases thus resulting in an increase of δRmax. However, as the wire

keeps increasing, the magnetization oscillation amplitude decreases due to increased magnon

scattering and sharing of the angular momentum supplied by the spin torque thus resulting

in a decrease of δRmax.
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5.4 Micromagnetic Simulation

In order to identify the exact type of spin wave modes being excited, micromagnetic sim-

ulations of a 3 x 1.07 µm wire were carried out using MuMax398 with periodic boundary

conditions along the length and at Tbath=0 K. The nanowire was split into 512 × 256 × 1

cells with a saturation magnetization of 620 emu/cm3, exchange energy of 5× 10−12 J/m3,

spin Hall angle of 7%, and damping constant of 0.006 which were determined previously41.

An Oersted field of 112 Oe at 3.3×107 A/cm2 is applied in the active region of the wire that

scales linearily with Jdc which opposes the applied magnetic field (H=470 Oe, θ = 5o). This

value for the Oersted field was estimated from the shift of the center of the AMR curve as

seen in Fig. 5.1(c) for large positve and negative Jdc and scaled such that the Oersted field

is the same at the critical bias current density Jc for both experiment and simulation.

The micromagnetically simulation emission spectra for the 1.07 µm wire at Jdc =

3.5 × 107 A/cm2 which is just above the simulated Jc is shown in Fig. 5.4(a). Here, mx is

the normalized magnetization component along the length of the wire (current direction).

There are three main modes excited and their spatial profiles are shown in the top row of

Fig. 5.4(c). Notably, all of the modes are only excited within the active region of the wire

due to the presence of the Oersted field. If the Oersted field is removed in the micromagnetic

simulation, the spin waves spill out of the active region which means that the spin wave well

effect is the dominate cause of the localization of the spin waves rather than location of the

source of the spin torque. Additionally, the asymmetry of the modes is due to the tilt of

the applied magnetic field. Unsurprisingly, the lowest frequency mode is an EM, however,

it is not the lowest order edge mode, but rather has a node along the length at the middle

of the wire. The second mode excited is a BM that has 2 nodes along the width of the

wire and no nodes along the length. Interestly, the highest frequency mode is no longer a

linear combination of width and length modes, but rather a collection of anti-nodes along

the perimeter of an oval.
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Figure 5.4: Micromagnetic spin wave mode profiles for 1.07 µm wire. (a) Micro-
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In order to confirm that the modes excited by dc spin torque are actually spin

wave eigenmodes of the wire, a ferromagnetic resonance simulation was performed shown in

Fig. 5.4(b) at the same conditions as the emission STO simulation, however, with Jdc =

3.3 × 107 A/cm2, which is just below Jc. A rf Oersted field with a sinc profile and a cutoff

frequency of 20 GHz was applied to the active region collinear with the dc Oersted field was

used to excite the spin wave modes in the linear regime. The same modes excited in the STO

spectra are again found in the FMR spectra and shown in the bottom row of Fig. 5.4(c).

Interestingly, the largest mode in the FMR spectra (lowest order edge mode) is not found in

the STO spectra which might be the result of weak coupling between the dc spin torque and

this mode. Additionally, of the excited modes in the STO spectra, the 2nd mode is largest

in both the STO and FMR spectras while mode 1 increases in relative amplitude the most

with the increases dc spin torque. This collaborates the idea that the dc spin torque couples

more strongly with the higher order EM rather than the lowest order.

5.5 Brilluoin Light Scattering

The inability to directly match the micromagnetically calculated STO spectra to the exper-

imental spectra due to the inconsistent frequency separations between the detected modes,

Brilluoin light scattering measurements of the 1.07 µm wire were performed at a room

temperature, a field strength of H = 865 Oe and at θ = 3o. The intensity spectra for

Jdc = 9.35× 107 A/cm2, where the signal is the strongest, is shown in Fig. 5.5(a). A spectra

was taken every 100 nm in a 2.2 × 1.6 µm area that encompassed the active area of the

wire and then averaged. A single broad mode is only detected with a spatial profile shown

in Fig. 5.5(b). This mode is very similar to mode 1 shown in Fig. 5.4(c) and is at the

same frequency. This suggests that at least one EM is in fact excited in all of the nanowire

widths, however it is undetectable by electrical means. Whether the absence of the BMs in
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Figure 5.5: BLS characterization of the auto-oscillating modes of the 1.07 µm
wire. (a) Averaged Brillouin light scattering signal over the active region of the 1.07 µm
wire at Jdc = 9.35× 107 A/cm2 and H=865 Oe applied at θ = 30 and at a bath temperature
Tbath= 293 K with a frequency step size of 30 MHz and an instrument resolution of 100
MHz. (b) Spatial profile of the magnetization intensity at the same conditions of (a) with
the frequency fixed at f=3.43 GHz and a spatial step size of 100 nm.

the signal is due to them not being excited at room temperature or if they are only below

the detection limits for the setup is unknown.

5.6 Discussion

Since the BMs are not detected at room temperature BLS measurements but are present

at Tbath=4.2 K for the electrical measurements for the 1.07 µm suggests temperature might

play an important role in the emission characteristics. To further explore this, Jc (blue

circles) and the maximum integrated power (red squares) of all of the BM summed together

is shown in Fig. 5.6(a) as a function of Tbath for H=750 Oe and θ = 5o for the 0.53 µm

wire. Both Jc and the integrated power decreases with increasing Tbath which is suggestive

of thermal magnons increasing the population of the self-oscillatory states in the absence of

spin torque. Therefore, the self-oscillatory states reach the threshold of auto-oscillations at a

lower Jdc. Since thermal magnons also increase the population of the other spin wave states,
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for the 0.53 µm wire. The green dashed line is analytically calculated critical current den-
sity accounting for increased temperature of the sample due to Ohmic heating and angular
dependence of the spin Hall effect.

the magnon scattering probability also increases. This then shifts energy out of the excited

states to the sub-threshold states which results in reduced output power and higher effective

damping. These factors result in the linear decrease of Jc and the exponential decrease of

the integrated power.

In addition to Tbath, ohmic heating can also increase the temperature of the sample.

Not only will this increase the number of thermal magnons, but it can also lead to an

additional spin torque caused by the spin Seebeck effect (SSE) as seen in yttrium iron garnet

(YIG)/Pt nanowires99. When dc current bias is applied to the sample, the Py will be hotter

than the Pt which is in good thermal contact with the sapphire substate. This will then be

an isotropic source of spin current that will always be anti-damping. In order to detect the

presence of this effect, Jc (blue circles) is shown in Fig. 5.6(b) at Tbath=56 K and H=1900

Oe as a function of θ. Firstly, Jc is seen to have an angular dependence similar to 1/cos

as expected for the spin Hall effect, however Jc is increasingly lower than expected at the

larger angles. This can either be caused by the SSE or by other temperatures effects arising
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from the increased ohmic heating for the higher Jc at higher angles. Therefore, an analytical

calculation was performed taking into account the linear dependence of Jc on the sample

temperature and the increased sample temperature due to ohmic heating which is shown

as the green dashed line. Without including the SSE, the angular dependence is accurately

predicited therefore it is unlikely the SEE is present in the sample.

The integrated power (red squares) of the bulk modes is also shown in Fig. 5.6(b)

as a function of θ. Due to the cos2 dependence on the angle between the magnetization and

current direction for AMR, the maximum of integrated power is expected to occur at θ = 45o

and be minimum at 0 and 90o. The integrated power does increase initially with increasing

θ as expected, however, the integrated power saturates around θ = 30− 40o and then starts

decreasing. Additionally, the integrated power at θ = 60o approaches the same value at

θ = 0o instead of the expected 90o. The likely distortion from the cos2 dependence can again

be attributed to the increased ohmic heating present at higher angles which decreases the

integrated power.

5.7 Conclusions

This chapter has shown that the output power of a STO decreases as it approaches the 2-D

case. With the addition that the output power decreases with increasing Tbath, this further

supports the four magnon scattering theory. As either the number of spin wave modes

increases (wider wires) or the population of all of the modes at zero dc bias current increases

(higher sample temperatures), the probability of scattering magnons from the potentially

excited states to sub-threshold states increases. Therefore, in order to have STO with high

output powers over a large temperature range, modes other than the wanted excited mode

need to be suppressed.
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Chapter 6

Easy plane spin Hall oscillator with

NiCo free layer

The cone angles for Permalloy (Py) based spin Hall oscillators (SHO), as shown in the previ-

ous two chapters, have been limited to ∼ 20o due to the squashed (elliptical) magnetization

trajectories along the out-of-plane (OOP) axis, the z-axis as shown in Fig. 6.1(a), caused

by the demagnetization field41. When self-oscillations are excited, the magnetization will

follow a trajectory such that the energy supplied by the spin torque cancels out with the

Figure 6.1: Magnetization trajectory. (a) Illustration of a ferromagnetic nanowire and
its (b) self-oscillatory magnetization trajectory when only shape anisotropy is present and
an external magnetic field along the y-axis.
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energy lost from Gilbert damping in the system. Since the magnetization is restricted to a

unit sphere and the self-oscillatory state is excited about the y-axis, the polarization axis of

the spin current from the spin Hall effect, the mx will be maximum when mz is minimum

and vice versa. The energy at both of these points are equal therefore the effective magnetic

field must be equal as well. This means, how far the magnetization tilts in each axis is de-

termined by the magnetic anisotropy energy along that axis such that the larger the energy,

the smaller the tilt towards it. An illustration of the magnetization trajectory of the Py

based SHO is shown in Fig. 6.1(b) where the anisotropy field is largest when mz = 1 and

smallest when mx = 1. Therefore, when self-oscillations are excited, the trajectory forms an

ellipse-like shape. Due to the magnetization being restricted to the unit sphere, my will also

oscillate leading to a time-varying magnitude of spin torque.

If additional magnetic anisotropy is introduced along the z-axis such that it cancels

out the demagnetization energy, then the maximum tilt along the x-axis and z-axis will be

the same thus creating a circular orbit. This then eliminates the oscillations about my

leading to a static magnetitude of spin torque. This ideal case of magnetic anisotropy for

SHO is called easy-plane magnetic anisotropy and allows the magnetization to rotate fully

in the x-z plane thus maximizing output power. This chapter covers the thin film growth,

micromagnetic simulations, and device testing necessary to produce such samples along with

preliminary microwave signal generation results.

6.1 Introduction

One of the requirements for spin torque oscillators (STO) to see pratical use is large output

power. In order to meet this requirement, the device needs to have high magnetoresistance

and large amplitude of magnetization oscillations. Typically, STOs have reduced amplitudes

of oscillations due to the high cost of energy for the magnetization to rotate OOP. This is due
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Figure 6.2: Easy-plane spin Hall oscillator. (a) Schematic of easy-plane spin Hall oscil-
lator utilizing platinum as the spin current source and Co/Ni superlattice nanomagnet as the
magnetic free layer. When easy-plane anisotropy is present normal to the spin polarization
and the self-oscillatory state is excited, the magnetization can rotate fully in the easy-plane.
(b) Schematic of easy-plane spin Hall oscillator where the nanomagnet is replaced with a
nanowire.

to the demagnetization field which tends to align the magnetization along the longest axis of

the device. To overcome this, interfacial OOP magnetic anisotropy can be introduced which

will lower the energy for the OOP state and if equal to the demagnetization energy, will create

an easy-plane magnetic anisotropy normal to the in-plane short axis of the device100. For a

spin Hall oscillator (SHO), this plane will then also be normal to the spin polarization of the

spin current generated by the spin Hall material that is injected into the ferromagnetic layer

as shown in Fig. 6.2. Therefore, when a saturating magnetic field is applied normal to the

easy-plane and dc current bias is applied to the sample in the anti-damping configuration, the

magnetization can fully rotate in the easy-plane thus achieving maximum power output for

the device. The device can either be a nanomagnet, Fig. 6.2(a), or a nanowire, Fig. 6.2(b),

with the long axis parallel to the Pt nanostripe and each has its advantages. It is easier to

acheive a single domain state in the nanomagnet compared to the nanowire structure however

the fabrication is harder and magnetoresistance is smaller due to additional shunting paths

in the former rather than the latter. Therefore, the nanowire structure is used for this study.

In order to introduce interfacial OOP magnetic anisotropy, the magnetic layer

is changed from Permalloy to a Co/Ni superlattice. When Ni and Co are grown fcc with

(111) OOP texture at a 2:1 ratio of thickness, the magnetization is pulled OOP due to
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the anisotropy field generated at the interface between Ni and Co101,102. This arrises from

symmetry breaking and the number of valence electrons shifting the Fermi energy to different

bands than the bulk that favor OOP magnetization due to spin orbit coupling35. This field

scales inversely with the thickness of each individual layer therefore, this anisotropy energy

can be tuned by changing the thickness of the layers. There will also be an additional

interfacial OOP magnetic anisotropy created at the Pt/Co and Ta/Ni interfaces due to spin

orbit coupling that is inversely proportional to the thickness of the total magnetic material

rather than the individual layer thickness. Additionally, bulk OOP magnetic anisotropy is

present due to the strain of the film from growing the magnetic layers on Pt that depends

on the ratio between the thickness of the total magnetic material and the characteristic

relaxation length since the strain is reduced as the thickness increases.

KOOP
eff =

Ks
P t/Co +Ks

Ta/Ni + (2n− 1)Ks
Co/Ni

tm
+Kv

strain[
ts
tm

] tm = 3ntCo (6.1)

Due to the different origins of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), careful characteri-

zation needs to be done for multiple wafers in order to determine the right superlattice stack

for the desired size of the device.

6.2 Thin film characterization

The first step of characterization is checking the texture of the films grown. A thin Pt seed

layer was sputtered on a c-plane sapphire substrate at 585o C and annealed for 1 hour42.

After cooling to room temperature and Ar plasma cleaning the surface, an additional 2

nm of Pt was deposited at room temperature along with the Co/Ni superlattice and the

capping layer that naturally oxidizes. For the x-ray diffraction samples, [Co(0.5)/Ni(1)]10

and a Al(2) capping layer samples were used. The OOP texture of the film is revealed in Fig.

6.3(a) where the (111) and (222) peaks are present for both Pt and the Co/Ni superlattice
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Figure 6.3: X-ray diffraction characterization of Co/Ni films. (a) Out-of-plane
texture of Pt(7)/[Co(0.5)/Ni(1)]10/AlOx(2) thin film which shows (111) texture for Pt, Co
and Ni without phase impurities. (b) Pole figure about Pt (111) which shows in-plane
texture with 60o twinning.

while the other phases are absent. Due to the similar crystal structures of Ni and Co, their

individual peaks are inseperable and are instead seen as an average of both. The presence of

Pendelösung fringes indicates smooth films which is necessary for good PMA43. In order to

check in the in-plane texture of the films, a pole figure measurement was performed about

the (111) peak of Pt which is shown in Fig. 6.3(b). The expected 3 fold symmetry for a fcc

(111) plane is seen with a 60o rotated twin common for fcc materials grown on c-plane hcp

substrates42. Therefor, high qualtiy films were grown that are capable of strong PMA.

In order to measure the magnetic anisotropy field of the thin films, Beff , field

domain in-plane inductive ferromagnetic reasonance was utilized at room temperature. The

effective magnetic anisotropy is the combination of both shape anisotropy and PMA which

is shown in eq. (6.2) where Beff is in Gauss, Ms is the average saturation magnetization in

emu/cm3 and KOOP
eff is the OOP magnetic anisotropy energy in J/m3.

Beff = 4πMs − 10 ∗
2KOOP

eff

Ms

(6.2)
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Figure 6.4: Magnetic properties of Co/Ni films. (a) Magnetic anistropy of Pt(6)/
[Co(tCo)/Ni(2tCo)]2/TaOx(2.5) thin films determined by in-plane inductive ferromagnetic
reasonance. Negative Beff (blue region) results in OOP magnetization at zero field while
postive (red region) results in IP magnetization with the crossover point happening at tCo ≈
9Å. (b) Anisotropic magnetoresistance verses magnetic field applied colinear to the electric
current for the tCo = 10.5Å film shows an MR of ∼ 0.7%.

Films consisting of Pt(6)/[Co(tCo)/Ni(2tCo)]2/TaOx(2.5) were used where tCo was varied

from 6.5 to 10.5 Å and the results are shown in Fig. 6.4(a). For tCo = 6.5 Å, Beff = −3.091

kG indicating the film is OOP at zero magnetic field while for tCo = 10.5 Å, Beff = 998

kG which means the film is IP at zero magnetic field with the transition occuring around

tCo ∼ 9 Å. Since patterning the films results in reduced in-plane magnetic anisotropy

due to the reduction of the OOP demagnetization term, a film with Beff ∼ 1.5− 2.5 kG is

required. Due to origins of the PMA, there will be a temperature dependence of the magnetic

anisotropy. Therefore, optimization of the thickness of the layers will need to be done at

the device level based on the desired size of the device and operating temperature. The

resistance verses magnetic field applied collinear to the dc current bias for the tCo = 10.5 Å

film is shown in Fig. 6.4(b) which shows a sufficient value of AMR which is ∼ 0.7%.
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6.3 Micromagnetic calculations of auto-oscillatory dy-

namics

In order to understand the characteristics of the nanowire SHO when at and near the easy-

plane magnetic anisotropy case, micromagnetic simulations using MuMax3 were performed98.

A 2.5 micron x 45 nm x 6 nm nanowire with Ms = 725 emu/cm3 (weighted average between

Co and Ni) was simulated with a magnetic field of 3000 G applied 5o off the hard axis of

the magnetic easy-plane and a bath temperature of 0 K. This means the shape anisotropy

is constant throughout the simulations. The wire was broken up into 512 x 8 x 1 cells,

with the x-axis being along the nanowire axis, y-axis being the in-plane short axis which

is normal to the easy-plane, and the z-axis being the OOP direction. An exchange value

of Jex = 10e-12 J/m, damping constant of α = 0.03, spin Hall angle of αSH = 0.07 and a

Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya strength of D = 0.44e-3 J/m2 was used103–105. The active region size,

defined as the distance between the leads where dc current flows through the sample, was

varied between 75, 250 and 500 nm while the OOP magnetic anisotropy constant, Kp, was

varied between 244 (near perfect easy-plane case), 256, 273 and 285 kJ/m3. The Oersted

field was either turned off or scaled linearly with the dc current density in the active area of

the device, Jdc, such that HOe = 32 G at Jdc = 8e7 A/cm2 in the active region which reduces

the internal field locally. Outside of the active region, the Oersted field is assumed to be

1/5 the strength and in the opposite direction than that of the active region. This is due

to the current flowing through the leads rather than through the Pt layer which increases

the distance between the current and the magnetization. The magnetization was allowed to

evolve to steady state dynamics before being analyzed.

In order to study the effects of the PMA strength on the auto-oscillation char-

acteristics, micromagnetic simulations were done without an Oersted field present and an

active region of 75 nm shown in Fig. 6.5. The emission spectra of the x-component of
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Figure 6.5: Anisotropy dependence of the emission spectra. Micromagnetically
calculated emission spectra verses dc current bias without an Oertsed field for a 30 nm wide
nanowire with 75 nm long active region with a magnetic field of 3000 Oe at an angle of θ = 5o

for the OOP anisotropy energy of (a) K = 244 kJ/m3, which is the easy-plane anisotropy
case, and (b) K = 285 kJ/m3. (c) Integrated power of the emission spectra normalized
to 1 and (d) average magnetization normal to the easy-plane as a function of dc current
bias for K = 244 kJ/m3 (blue circles), K = 256kJ/m3 (orange diamonds), K = 273 kJ/m3

(green squares) and K = 285 kJ/m3 (burgundy triangles). Dashed line in (d) indicates
when magnetization crosses the hemisphere such that negative values of my,o corresponds to
magnetization parallel to the spin polarization of the spin current.
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the magnetization, mx, as a function of dc current bias, Jdc, for the easy-plane case of

K = 244 kJ/m3 and the weakly easy-plane case, when the magnetic anisotropy slightly fa-

vors one axis over the other, of K = 285 kJ/m3 is shown in Fig. 6.5(a) and (b) respectfully.

For K = 244 kJ/m3, single-mode, stabile oscillations are found over a large current range.

At first, only the first harmonic is present and the frequency of the mode is constant but

experiences a blue shift shortly after the critical current is reached. The frequency stops

blue shifting before a state change occurs at Jdc = 5.6e8 A/cm2 where the frequency jumps

downward and partially destabilizes along with the 2nd harmonic now existing. The fre-

quency remains relatively static with a slight blue shift and goes through periods of stability

and instability. The characteristics for the K = 285 kJ/m3 case is very similar however the

state change occurs later, Jdc = 6.8e8 A/cm2, with the frequency jump being smaller and

the oscillations completely destabilze after the state change.

To better understand the predicted dynamics, the integrated power of mx(t) as a

function of dc current bias is shown in Fig. 6.5(c) for various values of PMA where m2
x = 1

corresponds to 360o rotation of the magnetization in the easy plane. First, the oscillations

achieve very large cone angles, ∼ 70% of the possible maximum output power, and is reduced

as K is farther from the easy-plane case although still remains large. Second, the integrated

power quickly drops at the same current density as the state change observed in the emission

spectra. The nature of this state change is exposed by looking at the average magnetization

in the y-axis, my,0, as a function of the dc current density. Initially, the magnetization points

along the field direction leading to my,o ≈ 1 and then reduces as the oscillation amplitude

increases. As my,o → 0, there is a sudden increase in my,o at the same current density

that the state change is observed in the emission spectra along with the sudden decrease

in integrated power. After the state change, my,o keeps decreasing and eventually crosses

hemispheres such that the magnetization is in the same hemisphere as the applied magnetic

field. During this process, the oscillations are unstable until another state change occurs, as

seen by the reduction of my,o for K = 244 kJ/m3 at Jdc = 8.4e8 A/m2.
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Figure 6.6: Active region size dependence of the emission spectra. Micromagneti-
cally calculated emission spectra verses dc current bias without an Oersted field for a 30 nm
wide nanowire with a magnetic field of 3000 Oe at an angle of θ = 5o for the OOP anisotropy
energy of K = 244 kJ/m3 for an active region length of (a) 250 nm and (b) 500 nm. (c)
Integrated power of the emission spectra normalized to 1 for the active region lengths of 75
nm (blue circles), 250 nm (orange diamonds) and 500 nm (green squares).

The active size dependence on the self-oscillatory dynamics without the presence

of an Oersted field is shown in Fig. 6.6 where K is fixed at 244 kJ/m3. The dc current bias

dependence of the emission spectra for the active region size of 250 nm and 500 nm is shown in

Fig. 6.6(a) and (b) respectfully. A single mode is excited in both cases still and a blue shift is

seen in the frequency with increasing Jdc, however, the oscillator destabilizes much sooner as

the width increases resulting in stability up to Jdc = 3.0e8 A/cm2 and Jdc = 1.2e8 A/cm2 for

250 and 500 nm respectfully. The integrated power, shown in Fig. 6.6(c), is also dramatically

reduced when the active size is increased. Interestingly, the integrated power does not show

a sharp decline after reaching the maximum integrated power as present in the 75 nm long

oscillator but rather, the power gradually declines after reaching the maximum value.

The influence of the Oersted field on the oscillatory dynamics is shown in Fig. 6.7.

The dc current bias dependence on the emission spectra is shown in Fig. 6.7(a) with an active

region size of 250 nm and K= 244 kJ/m3. Again, the notable blue shift of the frequency is

seen, however, the oscillator is stable to a higher dc current bias of Jdc = 3.4e8 A/m2 than

without the presence of the Oersted field. The integrated power and my,o for 250 nm (blue)

and 500 nm (burgundy) with (shapes) and without (dashed line) the Oersted field is shown
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Figure 6.7: Oersted field dependence of the emission spectra. (a) Micromagnetically
calculated emission spectra verses dc current bias with an Oersted field of 32 Oe at Jdc =
8e7 A/cm2 that scales linearly for a 30 nm wide nanowire with a magnetic field of 3000 Oe
at an angle of θ = 5o for the OOP anisotropy energy of K = 244 kJ/m3 and an active region
size of 250 nm. (b) Integrated power of the emission spectra normaized to 1 and (c) average
magnetization normal to the easy-plane as a function of dc current bias for K = 244 kJ/m3

(blue) with an Oersted field (circles) and without an Oersted field (dashed line) and for
K = 285 kJ/m3 (burgundy) with an Oersted field (squares) and without an Oersted field
(dashed line). Dashed line in (c) indicates when magnetization crosses the hemisphere such
that negative values of my,o corresponds to magnetization parallel to the spin polarization
of the spin current.

in Fig. 6.7(b) and (c) respectfully. For the 250 nm case, the presence of the Oersted field

restores the characteristics seen in the 75 nm case without an Oersted field. The integrated

power reaches a much higher value of 0.38, stays near the maximum value over a larger

dc current bias range, and the decline after reaching the maximum power is much sharper.

Interestingly, my,o is only weakly affected by the presence of the Oersted field and no state

change is seen even though the magnetization crosses hemispheres which is qualitatively

different than the 75 nm case. For the 500 nm case, the Oersted field has little impact on

the oscillator characteristics and the integrated power hovers near 0.1 for all Jdc.

In conclusion, in order to produce the highest output power for an easy-plane SHO,

the active region should be small in order to promote uniform oscillations due to the higher

cost of exchange energy for higher order modes in smaller active regions. Also, the presence

of the Oersted field creates a spin wave well which helps isolate the active region from the

rest of the device. This prevents the energy from being pumped away from the active region
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Figure 6.8: Device Design. (a) Device schematic for nanowire easy-plane spin Hall
oscillator where Pt provides spin current and free layer consists of Co(tCo) and Ni(2tCo)
bilayer which is then capped by naturally oxidized Ta. Electric leads defines active region of
spin Hall oscillator which is either 110 or 300 nm long. The width of the wire varies from 25
to 65 nm. (b) Birds eye view scanning electron microscope image of the 3 terminal device
where electric current is applied through either edge lead and extracted through the middle
lead. The seperation between the active regions are either 10 or 20 µm long. Scale bar
is 10 µm (c) Close up SEM image of nanowire consisting of Co, Ni, TaOx and HSQ. The
magnetic field is applied at an angle θ with respect to the hard axis (in-plane short axis of
the nanowire). Scale bar is 100 nm. The background in (b) and (c) is Pt which is etched
away before measuring.

allowing for higher amplitude of oscillations. Lastly, as the OOP magnetic anisotropy is

increased away from the easy-plane case, the integrated power decreases slowly allowing for

a rather large tolerance in PMA for a working easy-plane SHO.

6.4 Experimental results

6.4.1 Device

Using the results from section 6.4.1, 3-terminal devices were fabricated as shown in Fig. 6.8

such that 2 SHO are possible per device. A schematic for a single SHO is shown in Fig.

6.8(a) where dc current bias is injected through the lead on the left which passes through

the Pt(7)/Co(1.5)/Ni(3)/TaOx(2.5) nanowire that is varied between 25 and 65 nm wide in

different devices and exits through the lead on the right that is 110 or 300 nm away. This

separation between the leads defines the active region of the SHO. Fig. 6.8(b) is a scanning

electron microscope (SEM) image of the device where the nanowire is 40 microns long and
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Figure 6.9: Resistance of 50 nm wide nanowire with 300 nm long active region.
Resistance of Pt(7)/Co(1.5)/Ni(3)/TaOx(2.5) 51 nm wide nanowire with 300 nm long active
region at a bath temperature of Tb = 200 K verses external magnetic field applied at θ = 90o

(blue) and θ = 0o (orange) with a dc current bias of (a) Jdc = 2.14e8 A/cm2 and (b) Jdc =
2.85e8 A/cm2. (c) Resistance verses dc bias current with a saturating external magnetic
field applied at θ = 0o at bath temperatures of Tb = 4.2 K (dark blue squares), 100 K (light
blue circles), 125 K (burgundy diamonds), 150 K (orange up triangles) and 200 K (green
down triangles). Inbetween horizontal dashed lines designates easy-plane anisotropy region.

the distance between the 2 active regions is either 10 or 20 microns. The left and right

leads serve as dc current injectors for their respective active regions while the middle lead is

grounded. Fig. 6.8(c) is a close up SEM image of a ∼ 40 nm wide nanowire device where

the magnetic field, H, is applied at an angle, θ, away from hard axis of the nanowire. The

Pt in the background seen in both SEM images is removed before measuring the devices.

6.4.2 Charactization

The resistance of a 51 nm wide nanowire with a 300 nm active region under various bath

temperatures Tb, dc bias currents Jdc and magnetic field H is shown in Fig. 6.9. The

resistance of the sample is shown in eq. (6.3) where Tb is the bath temperature, Ro is the

resistance of the sample at Jdc = 0 A/cm2 and Tb = 0 K, c is the rate the resistance increases

with increasing sample temperature in Ω/K, b is the efficiency of the dc power converting
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into sample temperature in K/W, A is the cross-sectional area of the wire, ρAMR is the AMR

ratio, SN is the transverse Seebeck coefficient in V/K and ∆Tz is the OOP thermal gradient.

R =
Tb + Ro

c
1
c
− b ∗ (Jdc ∗ A)2

(1 + ρAMR ∗m2
x) +

∣∣∣∣SN ∗∆Tz[Jdc]

Jdc ∗ A

∣∣∣∣ ∗my (6.3)

The first term is the base resistance of the sample that is assumed to linearly depend on

sample temperature due to the increased electron-phonon scattering in the all metallic sam-

ple at elevated temperatures. This is true over small temperature ranges near the Debye

temperature, ΘPt
D = 240K and ΘPy

D ≈ 450K, and at high temperatures which is the case for

this work. The sample temperature depends on both the bath temperature and the dc power

being dissipated by the device and is the dominate term for the resistance. The second term

is the AMR term that is the dominate magnetoresistive term at low bias currents.

The third term is the anomalous Nerst effect (ANE) term that arrises from the

thermal gradient produced by the ohmic heating in the sample. The ANE is the thermoelec-

tric equivalent of the anomalous Hall effect where the thermal gradient in the OOP direction

in the Co/Ni layer produces a voltage gradient perpendicular to the magnetization due to

spin orbit coupling. Since the power dissipated by the device scales with J2
dc, the thermal

gradient will too therefore the ANE term is the strongest magnetoresistive term at higher

current densities.

The resistance of the sample at Tb = 200 K with θ = 90o (blue) and 0o (orange)

for Jdc = 2.14e8 A/cm2 and Jdc = 2.85e8 A/cm2 is shown in Fig. 6.9(a) and (b) respectfully.

When θ = 0o, the resistance is minimum at saturating negative magnetic fields since mz → 0

and my → −1. As the field is increased, the resistance increases due to the magnetization

rotating towards the nanowire axis which increases the AMR and ANE terms. Once the field

reaches postive values, the AMR term starts decreasing again while the ANE term keeps
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increasing due to the magnetization being pulled back towards the nanowire short axis. The

ANE term is larger for the higher current density due to the increased thermal gradient

from the increased ohmic heating. Also visable are spin torque effects on the magnetization

that is in the anti-damping configuration when the magnetic field is postive. The complex

dependence of the resistance on positive fields is likely due to different oscillatory states

being excited at different field values.

When θ = 90o, the ANE term is absent as expected since the magnetic field is

parallel to the nanowire axis which minimizes my. The AMR term is maximized at high

fields and is reduced as H → 0 which is indicative of the magnetization rotating OOP.

The resistance at zero field for θ = 90o and θ = 0o doesn’t match due to thermal drift of

the sample, however, the resistance does lie inbetween the maximum and minimum values

which indicates a tilted or mixed state. The field that the resistance reaches 90% of the

maximum value is greater for the lower current density than the larger which means the

magnetic anisotropy shifts more IP at higher sample temperatures. Therefore, the sample

temperature needs to be monitored carefully during self-oscillatory measurements such that

the magnetic anisotropy can be determined. This however, allows the magnetic anisotropy

to be tuned by altering the bath temperature such that different regiems can be explored.

The combination of this two facts leads to a complicated Jdc and Tb dependence on the

oscillatory characteristics.

In order to map the magnetic anisotropy to its Jdc and Tb pairing, the resistance

when θ = 90o and an postive saturating magnetic field is applied is shown in Fig. 6.9(c) for

various bath temperatures and current densities. Inbetween the two horizontal dashed lines is

when the magnetic anisotropy is near the easy-plane case found by inspecting the saturation

fields for the resistance verses magnetic field as shown in Fig. 6.9(a) and (b). Therefore,

self-oscillatory measurements will be made only when the resistance of the sample is between

129 and 150 Ω.
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Figure 6.10: Experimental emission spectra. (a) Example emission spectra from 51
nm wide nanowire with 300 nm long active region with a magnetic field of H=3500 Oe at
an angle of θ = 0o with a dc current bias of Jdc = 3.83e8 A/cm2 and a bath temperature of
Tb = 100 K where the first and second harmonic signals are seen. (b) Current dependence of
the emission spectra shown in (a) over the dc current bias range that exists in the easy-plane
region. (c) The ingrated power of the first harmonic (orange dashed) and second harmonic
(green dashed) and the sum (blue circles) for the spectra shown in (b).

6.4.3 Microwave Emission

The emission from the 51 nm wide and 300 nm long active region at H=3500 Oe, θ = 0o

and Tb = 100 K is shown in Fig. 6.10. The emission spectra at Jdc = 3.83e8 A/cm2

is shown in Fig. 6.10(a) where the first and 2nd harmonic of the signal is seen and the

magnetic anisotropy is IP favored easy-plane. The unexpected presence of the first harmonic

of the signal can originate from either the AMR and the average magnetization being tilted

away from the y-axis, from either misalignment of the field or incomplete saturation of the

magnetization, or from the ANE and the magnetization undergoing an orbit that oscillates

about my. The current dependence of the emission spectra is shown in 6.10(b) over the dc

current bias range where the magnetic anisotropy is near easy-plane. A blue shift in the

frequency as Jdc increases is seen as expected from the micromagnetic simulations.

The integrated power of the first (orange dashed) and second (green dashed) har-

monic of the signal with the summation (blue) of both is shown in 6.10(c). At low Jdc,

the second harmonic is absent and the first harmonic increases with increasing Jdc. At
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Jdc = 3.48e8 A/cm2, the first harmonic starts decreasing and the second harmonic starts

increasing. The integrated power of the first harmonic continues decreasing while the sec-

ond harmonic reaches a maximum at Jdc = 3.65e8 A/cm2, hovers near the maximum until

Jdc = 3.83e8 A/cm2, and then sharply decreases to 0. This suggests the presence of the

first harmonic is caused by the tilting of the magnetization away from the y-axis since the

saturation field is lower at higher dc bias currents. This leads to a reduced first harmonic

and a stronger second harmonic as the magnetization becomes more aligned to the magnetic

field due to the angular dependence of AMR.

The decrease of the integrated power at high Jdc can be caused by two mechanism.

The first is a gradual process and is due to nonlinear linewidth broadening which spreads

out the power of the signal over a larger frequency range. This causes the signal to noise

ratio to reduce which ultimately leads to the signal becoming undetectable even though the

actual integrated power did not decrease. The second possibility is an abrupt process where

a state change occurs such that the new oscillation profile produces lower output power than

the previous state and if low enough, be undetectable. Since the decrease of the integrated

power is sharp and the linewidth of the signal is small before the decrease happens, the likely

mechanism is a state change where the signal is now undetectable.

Lastly, the integrated power is very low at all Jdc. One possible explanation is that

the easy-plane SHO state is not being achieved. In order to do so, different bath temperatures

should be investigated that will allow different Jdc to be used such that a different phase space

of the SHO dynamics can be reached. Also, a reduced active region should be investigated

since micromagnetic simulations revealed smaller active regions increases the region where

the easy-plane SHO is seen. Another possibility is that the easy-plane SHO is being achieved,

however the excited state might be spatially non-uniform. This would result in a reduced

signal even if the magnetization oscillations are large due to only a part of the active region

would be producing a signal. The spatial profile of the excited self-oscillatory modes should
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be investigated with micromagnetic simulations in order to determine if this is the cause.

The reduction of the active region size would also help alleviate this problem as the exchange

energy will become more dominate.

Future studies should focus on improving the stability of the magnetic anistropy

at different current densities. Ideally, the current density should only affect the amount of

spin torque generated by the Pt layer so that the microwave emission dependence on the

spin current can be analyzed. In order to do so now, the bath temperature needs to be

altered for each current density in order to keep the magnetic anisotropy constant which is

a very arduous process. This can be done by figuring out how to reduce the ohmic heating

in the sample by adding heat sinks to the device design. Additionally, devices with smaller

active region sizes should be experimentally studied as these produced the best results in

micromagnetic simulations. If struggles with the nanowire easy-plane SHO still exist, a

nanomagnet design should be explored as preliminary micromagnetic simulations on a 75 ×

25 nm easy-plane Co/Ni nanomagnet produced larger integrated powers of the magnetization

than the nanowire design. A working fabrication recipe needs to be developed along with

COMSOL simulations to predict the ohmic heating.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

It is widely known that spin-polarized current can excite self-oscillations in 0-dimensional

(0D) systems where the ferromagnetic layer is constricted. The first spin torque oscillators

(STO) where shown in nanopillar structures where all of the layers are confined to ∼100 nm

structure and the spin current is generated by a ferromagnetic layer38. Point contact STOs

soon followed where only the current was localized but a ferromagnetic layer still generated

the spin current. 5 years ago, the latest type of STO was discovered that utilizes the spin

Hall effect to generate a spin current, however, they were still 0D. Additionally, the majority

of the excited state was a self-localizing bullet mode rather than the spin wave eigenmodes

of the ferromagnetic structure. The introduction of the this type of STO called the spin Hall

oscillator (SHO) however, allowed for the exploration of different dimensional STOs.

One such work was an optical study using micro-focused Brillouin light scattering

(BLS) on a 2D system where a 2 µm Permalloy (Py) disk was placed atop of a platinum (Pt)

stripe which generates the spin current. When spin torque was applied in the anti-damping

configuration, the reduction of the saturation magnetization was observed rather than self-

oscillations39. This was attributed to magnon scattering where magnons from the potentially
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excited state where scattered to less populated states as additional spin torque was supplied

to the system thus preventing any one state from reaching the threshold of self-oscillations.

These results lead to the work covered in this thesis where the the 1D case was

explored by using a 190 nm wide Py/Pt nanowire. It was shown by electrical means that

self-oscillations do occur and that the modes excited were shown to be the bulk and edge spin

wave eigenmodes by using finite bias spin torque ferromagnetic resonance, BLS, and micro-

magnetic simulations. Additionally, fine splitting modes occurred due to the spin wave well

created at the leads due to the jump of the Oersted field as the current exited the nanowire.

It was believed that self-oscillations existed in the 1D case because of the discretized back-

ward volume spin wave (BVSW) spectrum which restricted the magnon scattering channels.

This prevented the energy supplied from the spin torque to the potentially excited state to

be siphoned away to other low population states thus allowing self-oscillations.

This thesis provided evidence of this theory by reporting the self-oscillatory dy-

namics in various widths of a Py/Pt nanowire such that the dimension of the wire crossed

over from the 1D to the 2D case. This showed that the integrated power of the bulk modes

decreased with increasing width while the total number of excited modes increased. This

type of behavior is consistent with increased magnon scattering near the 2D case. Addition-

ally, the integrated power of the bulk mode in a 530 nm wide wire was shown to exponentially

decay to 0 as the bath temperature was increased while the critical current decreased lin-

early. This is believed to occur due to increased thermal magnons which then requires less

energy for the potentially excited state to reach the threshold for self-oscillations while at the

same time, increase scattering out of this state once the population becomes high. Also, the

angular dependence of the critical current revealed that the spin Seebeck effect is negligible

for these all metallic devices.

Lastly, the effects of replacing the Py layer with a Co/Ni bilayer whose thicknesses

were engineered to create an easy-plane magnetic anisotropy were explored. Micromagnetic
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simulations showed that large amplitude magnetic oscillations are possible, upwards to 70%

of the maximum possible power, and these oscillations are stable over a large range of cur-

rents. Additionally, a stable oscillatory state was found even after the average magnetization

crossed hemispheres. Preliminary electrical measurements were performed on these devices

however the measured output power is significantly smaller than expected. This is due to

the difficulties of a changing magnetic anisotropy due to ohmic heating and the temperature

dependence of the out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy. Future efforts should be placed into

resolving this issue. Another path that should be explored is the creation of a nanomag-

net easy-plane SHO. Preliminary micromagnetic simulations showed even greater potential

output power than the nanowire version with more stable oscillations. These devices could

provide an avenue to large power and narrow linewidth STOs.
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